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Overview

Introduction

This document describes how to pull an online video (provided in the form of URL) to VOD.

Fees

The code provided in this document is open-source and free of charge, but it may incur the following fees during use:

Fees for purchasing a Tencent Cloud CVM instance to run the API request script. For more information, please see

Instance Billing Modes.

VOD storage space will be taken up by uploaded videos via pulling. For more information, please see Video

Storage Pricing.

Limits

The pull from URL feature provided by VOD has the following limits:

The URL should directly point to a video file but cannot be a link to a video website page.

If the URL has a timestamp for hotlink protection, please make sure that the hotlink protection limits (such as the

validity period and number of allowed access requests) are favorable; otherwise, the access may fail.

URLs with referer hotlink protection enabled are not supported.

DASH (MPD file type) is unsupported.

If the pull object is an HLS (.m3u8 file type) file, the URIs of media segments (generally in .ts file type) should be

relative paths without parameters.

Upload by Pull in Console

Step 1. Activate VOD

Activate the VOD service as instructed in Getting Started - Step 1.

Best Practice

Media Upload

How to Pull Network Media Files to VOD
Last updated�2022-12-16 15:02:33

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/213/2180
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/14666#.E5.AA.92.E8.B5.84.E5.AD.98.E5.82.A8.3Cspan-id.3D.22media_storage.22.3E.3C.2Fspan.3E
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/8757
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Step 2. Create a pull task

Go to the upload page in the VOD console, select Pull as the upload method, click Add a Row, enter the URL of the

video to be pulled (the test URL is used here as an example. Other configuration items are optional, which can be

entered as needed), and click Pull Video in the bottom-left corner:

Note�

The time it takes to pull a video is directly proportional to the video file size. We recommend you use a small

video (of dozens of megabytes in size) for the test to avoid long wait.

Step 3. View the pull result

After waiting for one or two minutes (subject to the video file size), you can see the pulled video on the Media Assets

page.

https://console.tencentcloud.com/vod/media/upload
http://1400329073.vod2.myqcloud.com/ff439affvodcq1400329073/e968a7e55285890804162014755/LKk92603oW0A.mp4
https://console.tencentcloud.com/vod/media
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Note�

If the browser is stuck at the media assets page during the pull process, you need to refresh the page to view

the pulled video.

Calling TencentCloud API for Pull

Step 1. Prepare a CVM instance

The TencentCloud API request script needs to be executed on a CVM instance meeting the following requirements:

Region: not limited.

Model: the minimum official configuration (1 CPU core and 1 GB memory) is sufficient.

Public network: a public IP is required, and the bandwidth should be at least 1 Mbps.

Operating system: official public image  Ubuntu Server 16.04.1 LTS 64-bit  or  Ubuntu Server

18.04.1 LTS 64-bit .

For detailed directions on how to purchase a CVM instance and reinstall the system, please see Operation Guide -

Creating Instances via CVM Purchase Page and Operation Guide - Reinstalling System, respectively.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/213/4855
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/213/4933
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Note�

If you do not have a CVM instance satisfying the above conditions, you can also run the script on another Linux

(such as CentOS or Debian) or macOS server with public network access, but you need to modify certain

commands in the script based on the operating system. Please search for the specific modification method by

yourself.

Step 2. Get the API key

Your API key (i.e.,  SecretId  and  SecretKey ) is required for TencentCloud API request. If you have not

created an API key yet, please generate one as instructed in Root Account Access Key. If you have already created a

key, please get it as instructed in the same document.

Step 3. Activate VOD

Activate the VOD service as instructed in Getting Started - Step 1.

Step 4. Initiate a pull task

Log in to the CVM instance prepared in step 1 as instructed in Logging into Linux Instance in Standard Login Method

and enter and run the following command on the remote terminal:

ubuntu@VM-69-2-ubuntu:~$ export SECRET_ID=AKxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx; export SECRE

T_KEY=xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx;git clone https://github.com/tencentyun/vod-server-de

mo.git ~/vod-server-demo; bash ~/vod-server-demo/installer/pull_upload_api_en.sh

Note�

Please assign the corresponding values obtained in step 2 to  SECRET_ID  and  SECRET_KEY  in the

command.

This command will download the demo source code from GitHub and automatically run the installation script. The

installation process will take several minutes (subject to the CVM network conditions), during which the remote

terminal will print the following information:

[2020-07-15 17:40:13] Start installing pip3.

[2020-07-15 17:40:39] pip3 is successfully installed.

[2020-07-15 17:40:39] Start installing the TencentCloud API SDK for Python.

[2020-07-15 17:40:42] The TencentCloud API SDK for Python is successfully install

ed.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/598/34228
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/8757
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/213/5436
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[2020-07-15 17:40:42] Start configuring API parameters.

[2020-07-15 17:40:42] API parameter configuration is completed.

Run the  pull_upload.py  script to initiate upload:

ubuntu@VM-69-2-ubuntu:~$ cd ~/vod-server-demo/pull_upload_api/; python3 pull_uplo

ad.py http://1400329073.vod2.myqcloud.com/ff439affvodcq1400329073/e968a7e55285890

804162014755/LKk92603oW0A.mp4 API-PullUpload

Note�

Please replace the URL in the command with the actual address of the video to be pulled.

This command will initiate a PullUpload request to the specified URL and print the response similar to the following:

{"TaskId": "1400329073-PullUpload-4ea60158fc6f8e611bbfa750eb1fd0a9t0", "RequestI

d": "4e821b4a-9a29-409f-99cb-b703fa184e50"}

Step 5. View the pull result

After waiting for one or two minutes (subject to the video file size), you can see the pulled video on the Media Assets

page.

Note�

If the browser is stuck at the media assets page during the pull process, you need to refresh the page to view

the pulled video.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/34118
https://console.tencentcloud.com/vod/media
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Overview

Introduction

This document describes how to upload a video file on your local server to VOD.

Fees

The code provided in this document is open-source and free of charge, but it may incur the following fees during use:

Fees for purchasing a Tencent Cloud CVM instance to run the upload script. For more information, please see

Instance Billing Modes.

VOD storage space will be taken up by uploaded videos via pulling. For more information, please see Video

Storage Pricing.

Uploading Video in CVM to VOD

Step 1. Prepare a CVM instance

The upload script needs to be executed on a CVM instance meeting the following requirements:

Region: not limited.

Model: the minimum official configuration (1 CPU core and 1 GB memory) is sufficient.

Public network: a public IP is required, and the bandwidth should be at least 1 Mbps.

Operating system: official public image  Ubuntu Server 16.04.1 LTS 64-bit  or  Ubuntu Server

18.04.1 LTS 64-bit .

For detailed directions on how to purchase a CVM instance and reinstall the system, please see Operation Guide -

Creating Instances via CVM Purchase Page and Operation Guide - Reinstalling System, respectively.

How to Upload Video from Server
Last updated�2021-05-13 10:10:39

Note�

If you do not have a CVM instance satisfying the above conditions, you can also run the script on another Linux

(such as CentOS or Debian) or macOS server with public network access, but you need to modify certain

commands in the script based on the operating system. Please search for the specific modification method by

yourself.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/213/2180
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/14666#.E5.AA.92.E8.B5.84.E5.AD.98.E5.82.A8.3Cspan-id.3D.22media_storage.22.3E.3C.2Fspan.3E
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/213/4855
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/213/4933
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Step 2. Activate VOD

Please activate the VOD service as instructed in Getting Started - Step 1.

Step 3. Get the API key

Your API key (i.e.,  SecretId  and  SecretKey ) is required for video upload. If you have not created an API key

yet, please generate one as instructed in Root Account Access Key. If you have already created a key, please get it as

instructed in the same document.

Step 4. Download the code and install the SDK

Log in to the CVM instance prepared in step 1 as instructed in Logging into Linux Instance in Standard Login Method

and enter and run the following command on the remote terminal:

ubuntu@VM-69-2-ubuntu:~$ export SECRET_ID=AKxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx; export SECRE

T_KEY=xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx;git clone https://github.com/tencentyun/vod-server-de

mo.git ~/vod-server-demo; bash ~/vod-server-demo/installer/server_upload.sh

This command will download the demo source code from GitHub and automatically run the installation script. The

installation process will take several minutes (subject to the CVM network conditions), during which the remote

terminal will print information similar to the following:

[2020-06-23 19:56:31] Start installing pip3.

[2020-06-23 19:56:34] pip3 is successfully installed.

[2020-06-23 19:56:34] Start installing the VOD upload SDK for Python.

[2020-06-23 19:56:36] The VOD upload SDK for Python is successfully installed.

[2020-06-23 19:56:36] Start configuring SDK parameters.

[2020-06-23 19:56:36] SDK parameter configuration is completed.

Step 5. Upload a video

Before initiating upload, you need to prepare a video file and a cover image (optional) on your CVM instance. If it is

inconvenient for you to upload a video to the CVM instance, you can run the following command on the remote

terminal to download the test video and cover onto the CVM instance:

ubuntu@VM-69-2-ubuntu:~$ wget http://1400329073.vod2.myqcloud.com/d62d88a7vodtran

scq1400329073/7a9b2b565285890804459281865/v.f100010.mp4 -O ~/vod-server-demo/serv

Note�

Please assign the corresponding values obtained in step 3 to  SECRET_ID  and  SECRET_KEY  in the

command.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/8757
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/598/34228
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/213/5436
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er_upload/tencent_cloud.mp4; wget http://1400329073.vod2.myqcloud.com/ff439affvod

cq1400329073/8aa658d15285890804459940822/5285890804459940825.jpg -O ~/vod-server-

demo/server_upload/tencent_cloud.jpg

Run the  server.upload.py  script to start uploading:

ubuntu@VM-69-2-ubuntu:~$ cd ~/vod-server-demo/server_upload/; python3 server_uplo

ad.py ./tencent_cloud.mp4 ./tencent_cloud.jpg

This command will upload the  tencent_cloud.mp4  video to VOD and upload the  tencent_cloud.jpg 

image as its cover. After the upload is completed, the remote terminal will print information similar to the following:

{"CoverUrl": "http://1400329073.vod2.myqcloud.com/ff439affvodcq1400329073/8aa658d

15285890804459940822/5285890804459940825.jpg", "FileId": "5285890804459940822",

"MediaUrl": "http://1400329073.vod2.myqcloud.com/ff439affvodcq1400329073/8aa658d1

5285890804459940822/f0.mp4", "RequestId": "84a7fb42-9f05-4acd-9cc8-843690b188ce"}

Step 6. View the result

On the Video Management page in the console, you can see the uploaded video file and cover.

Code Interpretation

1.  main()  is the script entry.

2. Call  parse_conf_file()  and read the configuration information from the  config.json  file. The

configuration items are as described below:

Note�

Please replace the paths of the video and cover image in the command with the actual file paths. Here, the

cover image path parameter is optional, and if it is left empty, the uploaded video will have no cover.

Note�

If you want to use your own video for test, we recommend you use a small video file (of several megabytes in

size) to avoid taking too much time for upload due to insufficient CVM bandwidth.

https://console.tencentcloud.com/vod/media
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Field
Data

Type
Description

secret_id String API key

secret_key String API key

procedure String
Task flow name. The specified task flow will be automatically triggered after video

upload is completed. It is empty by default

subappid String Whether to upload the video to a VOD subapplication

3. Get the local path of the video file to be uploaded and the path of the cover image (if any) from the command line

parameters and call  upload_media()  to initiate upload:

if len(sys.argv) < 2:

usage()

return

video_path = sys.argv[1]

cover_path = sys.argv[2] if len(sys.argv) > 2 else ""

# Initiate upload

rsp = upload_media(configuration, video_path, cover_path)

4. In  upload_media() , use the method provided by the SDK for Python to construct an upload instance

 client , set upload parameters in  req , and initiate upload:

client = VodUploadClient(conf["secret_id"], conf["secret_key"])

req = VodUploadRequest()

req.MediaFilePath = video

if cover != "":

req.CoverFilePath = cover

if conf["procedure"] != "":

req.Procedure = conf["procedure"]

req.SubAppId = int(conf["subappid"])

Note�

This demo supports only the  procedure  and  subappid  upload parameters. For the complete

features, please see SDK for Python.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33987
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33917
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rsp = client.upload("ap-guangzhou", req)

return rsp

Other Features

The VOD SDK for upload from server supports other features such as setting the video name, category, and

expiration time. For more information, please see the SDK development guide for the corresponding programming

language:

Java

C#

PHP

Python

Go

Note�

The first parameter (  "ap-guangzhou" ) in  client.upload()  is the access region of the upload

instance rather than the storage region of the uploaded video. You can simply fix the parameter value as

 "ap-guangzhou" . If you want to specify the storage region for uploaded videos, please set the

 req.StorageRegion  parameter.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33914
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33915
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33916
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33917
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33919
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Overview

Demo features

This demo shows you how to upload videos to VOD through the webpage. It builds two HTTP services based on SCF:

The first service is used to receive a request from the browser to get the signature for upload from client, calculate

the signature, and return it.

The second service uses VOD's web upload SDK to implement a page. You can access the page in a browser to

upload local videos to VOD.

Architecture and process

The system mainly involves four components: browser, API Gateway, SCF, and VOD. Here, API Gateway and SCF

are the deployment objects of this demo as shown below:

The main business process is as follows:

1. The browser requests SCF for an upload page.

2. You select a local video and click upload on the upload page, and the browser requests SCF for an upload

signature.

How to Upload Videos over the Web
Last updated�2022-12-16 15:12:27

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33922
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33924
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3. The browser uses the upload signature to initiate an upload request to VOD and displays the upload result on the

upload page after completion.

Note�

The SCF code in the demo is developed based on Python 3.6. SCF also supports other programming

languages such as Python 2.7, Node.js, Go, PHP, and Java for your choice as needed. For more information,

please see Development Guide.

Fees

The VOD web upload demo (including the webpage code and service backend code) provided in this document is

open-source and free of charge, but it may incur the following fees during service building and use:

Fees for purchasing a Tencent Cloud CVM instance to run the service deployment script. For more information,

please see Instance Billing Modes.

Fees for using the upload page and signature distribution service provided by SCF. For more information, please

see Billing Mode and Free Tier.

Fees for using Tencent Cloud API Gateway to provide public network APIs for SCF. For more information, please

see Billing Overview.

Fees for VOD storage of uploaded videos. For more information, please see Pay-as-You-Go (Postpaid Daily Billing

Cycle).

Fees for VOD traffic consumed by video playback. For more information, please see Pay-as-You-Go (Postpaid

Daily Billing Cycle).

Quick Deployment of Web Upload Demo

The web upload demo is deployed on SCF with a service entry provided by API Gateway. To make it easier for you to

build services, we provide a quick deployment script as detailed below.

Step 1. Prepare a CVM instance

The deployment script needs to be executed on a CVM instance meeting the following requirements:

Region: not limited.

Model: the minimum official configuration (1 CPU core and 1 GB memory) is sufficient.

Public network: a public IP is required, and the bandwidth should be at least 1 Mbps.

Operating system: official public image  Ubuntu Server 16.04.1 LTS 64-bit  or  Ubuntu Server

18.04.1 LTS 64-bit .

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/583/11061
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/213/2180
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/583/12284
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/583/12282
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/628/11771
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/14666
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/14666
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For detailed directions on how to purchase a CVM instance and reinstall the system, please see Operation Guide -

Creating Instances via CVM Purchase Page and Operation Guide - Reinstalling System, respectively.

Note�

The web upload demo itself does not depend on CVM but only uses CVM to run the deployment

script.

If you do not have a CVM instance satisfying the above conditions, you can also run the script on another

Linux (such as CentOS or Debian) or macOS server with public network access, but you need to modify

certain commands in the deployment script based on the operating system. Please search for the specific

modification method by yourself.

Step 2. Activate VOD

Please activate the VOD service as instructed in Getting Started - Step 1.

Step 3. Get the API key and APPID

Your API key (i.e.,  SecretId  and  SecretKey ) and  APPID  are required for deploying and running the web

upload demo service.

If you have not created an API key yet, please generate one as instructed in Root Account Access Key. If you have

already created a key, please get it as instructed in the same document.

You can view the  APPID  on the Account Information page in the console.

Step 4. Deploy the service backend and webpage

Log in to the CVM instance prepared in step 1 as instructed in Logging In to Linux Instance in Standard Login Method

and enter and run the following command on the remote terminal:

ubuntu@VM-69-2-ubuntu:~$ export SECRET_ID=AKxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx; export SECRE

T_KEY=xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx;export APPID=125xxxxxxx;git clone https://github.com/

tencentyun/vod-server-demo.git ~/vod-server-demo; bash ~/vod-server-demo/installe

r/web_upload_scf_en.sh

Note�

Please assign the corresponding values obtained in step 3 to  SECRET_ID ,  SECRET_KEY , and  APPID 

in the command.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/213/4855
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/213/4933
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/8757
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/598/34228
https://console.tencentcloud.com/developer
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/213/5436
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This command will download the demo source code from GitHub and automatically run the installation script. The

installation process will take several minutes (subject to the CVM network conditions), during which the remote

terminal will print the following information:

[2020-04-25 23:03:20] Start installing pip3.

[2020-04-25 23:03:23] pip3 is successfully installed.

[2020-04-25 23:03:23] Start installing Tencent Cloud SCF.

[2020-04-25 23:03:26] SCF is successfully installed.

[2020-04-25 23:03:26] Start configuring SCF.

[2020-04-25 23:03:28] SCF configuration is completed.

[2020-04-25 23:03:28] Start deploying the VOD client upload client signature dist

ribution service.

[2020-04-25 23:03:40] The deployment of the VOD client upload signature distribut

ion service is completed.

[2020-04-25 23:03:44] Start deploying the VOD web upload page.

[2020-04-25 23:03:53] The deployment of the VOD web upload page is completed.

[2020-04-25 23:03:53] Please access the following address in your browser to use

the demo: https://service-xxxxxxxx-125xxxxxxx.gz.apigw.tencentcs.com/release/web_

upload_html

Copy the address of the webpage in the output log (which is  https://service-xxxxxxxx-

125xxxxxxx.gz.apigw.tencentcs.com/release/web_upload_html  in this example).

Note�

If the following warning is displayed in the output log, it is generally because the CVM instance cannot

immediately parse the service domain name deployed just now. You can ignore this warning.

>[2020-04-25 17:18:44] Warning: the client upload signature distribution ser

vice failed the test.

>

Step 5. Use the web upload demo

1. Access the address copied in step 4 in a browser to start using the web upload demo.

2. Perform video upload operations on this page:

i. Select a local video file (MP4 format is recommended).

ii. (Optional) Select a local cover image (in JPG or PNG format).

iii. (Optional) Enter the video name.

iv. Click Start Upload to upload the video.
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3. After the upload is completed, the VOD media IDs (i.e.,  fileId ) and URLs of the uploaded video and cover will

be displayed at the bottom of the page.

You can view the uploaded video in the VOD console.

Note�

You can try out other features on the upload page as prompted.

System Design Description

API protocol and test

Both the upload page and upload signature distribution functions use API Gateway to provide APIs. The specific

API protocol is as detailed below:

Service Function Name API Form Response Content

Upload page web_upload_html HTTP GET HTML page

Upload signature distribution ugc_upload_sign HTTP POST Upload signature

Upload page

You can access the SCF service list to view the details of the upload page service:

Note�

The two SCF functions used by the demo are deployed under the namespace  vod_demo  in the

Guangzhou region.

You need to select the corresponding region and namespace in the console to view the deployed SCF

functions.

Click the function name, select Trigger Management on the left, and Access Path on the right is the URL of the

upload page. Click API Service Name to redirect to the corresponding API Gateway page.

To test the service, directly access the page URL in a browser to check whether the upload page is displayed

normally.

Upload signature distribution

https://console.tencentcloud.com/vod/media
https://console.tencentcloud.com/scf/list
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You can access the SCF service list to view the details of the upload signature distribution service in the same way as

detailed in Upload page.

Click the function name, select Trigger Management on the left, and Access Path on the right is the URL of the

service. Click API Service Name to redirect to the corresponding API Gateway page.

To test the service, manually send an HTTP request and run the following command on a Linux or macOS device with

public network access (please modify the service URL according to the actual situation):

curl -d '' https://service-xxxxxxxx-125xxxxxxx.gz.apigw.tencentcs.com/release/ugc

_upload_sign

If the service is normal, an upload signature will be returned. Below is a sample signature:

VYapc9EYdoZLzGx0CglRW4N6kuhzZWNyZXRJZD1BS0lEZk5xMzl6dG5tYW1tVzBMOXFvZERia25hUjdZa

0xPM1UmY3VycmVudFRpbWVTdGFtcD0xNTg4NTg4MDIzJmV4cGlyZVRpbWU9MTU4ODU4ODYyMyZyYW5kb2

09MTUwNzc4JmNsYXNzSWQ9MCZvbmVUaW1lVmFsaWQ9MCZ2b2RTdWJBcHBJZD0w

You can also use third-party tools such as Postman to send HTTP requests. Please search for specific usage on the

internet.

Upload page service code interpretation

1.  main_handler()  is the entry function.

2. Read the content of the  web_upload.html  file, which is the upload page content.

html_file = open(HTML_FILE, encoding='utf-8')

html = html_file.read()

3. Read configuration items from  config.json , which refer to the content that you cannot predict when you write

the SCF service and need to determine during the deployment process. The content is written into

 config.json  in real time by the deployment script before deploying the upload page service.

conf_file = open(CONF_FILE, encoding='utf-8')

conf = conf_file.read()

conf_json = json.loads(conf)

4. Call  render_template  and modify the upload page content according to the configuration information

obtained in the previous step. The configuration items are expressed in the format of  "variable name":

https://console.tencentcloud.com/scf/list
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"value"  in the  config.json  file or in the format of  {variable name}  in the  web_upload.html 

file. When modifying them, please replace them with the specific values as detailed below.

def render_template(html, keys):

"""Replace the variables (in the format of `${variable name}`) in HTML with spe

cific content."""

for key, value in keys.items():

html = html.replace("${" + key + "}", value)

return html

Variable Description
Value

Type
Value Source

UGC_UPLOAD_SIGN_SERVER

Upload signature

distribution service

URL

String

Output by SCF CLI after the

deployment of the upload signature

distribution service is completed.

5. Return the modified content of the upload page. For the formats and descriptions of the returned data, please see

[Overview of API Gateway Trigger](https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/583/12513).

return {

"isBase64Encoded": False,

"statusCode": 200,

"headers": {'Content-Type': 'text/html'},

"body": html

}

Upload signature distribution service code interpretation

1.  main_handler()  is the entry function.

2. Call  parse_conf_file()  and read the configuration information from the  config.json  file. The

configuration items are as described below (for specific parameters, please see Signature for Upload from Client):

Field Data Type Description

secret_id String API key

secret_key String API key

sign_expire_time Integer Signature validity period in seconds

class_id Integer Category ID of the uploaded video. 0 indicates the default category

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/583/36267
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33922#.3Cspan-id-.3D.22p2.22.3E.3C.2Fspan.3E.E7.AD.BE.E5.90.8D.E5.8F.82.E6.95.B0.E8.AF.B4.E6.98.8E
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Field Data Type Description

otp Integer Whether the signature is one-time

subappid Integer Whether to upload to a VOD subapplication

3. Call  parse_source_context()  to parse the  sourceContext  field in the request body, which can be

passed through to the event notification receipt service during video upload completion event notification (not used

in this demo).

Note�

This field is optional during the upload process. If you don't need this feature, you can ignore this part of the

code.

4. Call the  generate_sign()  function to calculate the signature. For more information, please see Signature for

Upload from Client.

5. Return the signature. For the formats and descriptions of the returned data, please see Overview of API Gateway

Trigger.

return {

"isBase64Encoded": False,

"statusCode": 200,

"headers": {"Content-Type": "text/plain; charset=utf-8",

"Access-Control-Allow-Origin": "*",

"Access-Control-Allow-Methods": "POST,OPTIONS"},

"body": str(signature, 'utf-8')

}

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33987
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33950
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33922
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/583/12513
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Overview

No matter whether it is an upload from client or server, the following common quality problems may be encountered

during file transfer:

1. Why is the file upload so slow?

2. How to speed up upload?

3. How to improve the upload success rate?

4. How to fix upload failures on mobile devices on weak networks?

The metrics that measure upload quality include upload speed and success rate.

The upload speed often affects the user experience in the most intuitive manner. For example, if users upload a

video of 50 MB which is not completed after half an hour, they may lose patience, leading to the possibility of

customer loss.

The upload success rate is a guarantee of service quality. After the initial upload fails due to network problems, the

possibility of initiating the upload again by the user will decrease. The immediate consequence will be user

complaints. Therefore, ensuring high upload success rate is the most fundamental requirement.

This document describes the causes of and solutions to problems in VOD upload scenarios. You can make

comparisons based on your actual business scenarios and choose appropriate solutions to improve the upload

quality.

Things Affecting Upload Quality

Network bandwidth

Network bandwidth refers to the amount of data that can be transferred in a time unit. The higher the bandwidth, the

greater the amount of data uploaded per time unit, and the faster the upload. Upload is an end-to-end activity, so the

bandwidth at both ends has an impact on the upload quality. The backend servers of VOD currently have sufficient

bandwidth, so the upload quality often depends on the user-side bandwidth.

Distance between user and storage center

How to Increase the Speed and Success Rate

of Media File Upload
Last updated�2021-10-28 14:38:10
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The uploaded files eventually need to be stored in the storage center of VOD. After the user activates VOD, VOD will

allocate Chongqing as the storage center by default. The distance between the user and the storage center affects

the length of the network linkage.

For example, when a file is uploaded from Beijing to Chongqing, the linkage will be longer than that of uploading the

same file from Chengdu to Chongqing, and the influencing factors will increase as the distance increases, eventually

resulting in slower upload. Due to the long linkage, problems such as network jitter and packet loss during the transfer

will also affect the upload success rate. For short linage, such problems may also occur, but their probability of

occurrence is much lower than in long linkage. Shortening the distance between the user and the storage center is a

key step in improving the upload quality.

Weak network

Weak network refers to the state of a network with high delay and packet loss rate, which is generally called "slow

internet access". This problem is very common in real life, such as in elevators and subway trains. The main cause is

poor reception in the affected environment, which results in slow or failing data packet transfer. This scenario is

particularly common in uploads from client, especially in the current era of mobile internet. Weak network has been

plaguing many developers as the most difficult issue to overcome in improving the upload success rate.

Solutions

Concurrent upload

For scenarios where network bandwidth is insufficient, a direct solution is to apply for more bandwidth. However, on a

network with limited bandwidth, how to fully utilize the bandwidth for uploads is a problem that needs to be solved.

Concurrent upload can be divided into two levels:

File level, i.e., multiple files are uploaded at the same time.

Part level, i.e., multiple parts of a single file are uploaded at the same time.

At both levels, the bandwidth utilization can be improved by adjusting the corresponding number of concurrencies.

Concurrent file upload

Concurrent file upload refers to using multiple processes or threads to initiate upload operations simultaneously. At

present, VOD does not provide related SDK packages for this mode. You can implement this feature by referring to

the characteristics of specific programming languages. Below is a simple example based on the VOD SDK for Java.

import com.qcloud.vod.VodUploadClient;

import com.qcloud.vod.model.VodUploadRequest;

import com.qcloud.vod.model.VodUploadResponse;

import java.util.ArrayList;

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33914
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import java.util.List;

import java.util.concurrent.ExecutorService;

import java.util.concurrent.Executors;

public class Main {

public static void main(String[] args) throws Exception {

// Number of concurrencies

Integer threadNumber = 20;

// List of paths to files to be uploaded

List<String> filePathList = new ArrayList<String>();

// Add paths to files to be uploaded

filePathList.add("/data/path1.mp4");

filePathList.add("/data/path2.mp4");

filePathList.add("/data/path3.mp4");

// Create a thread pool

ExecutorService pool = Executors.newFixedThreadPool(threadNumber);

// Create an upload client

VodUploadClient client = new VodUploadClient("your secretId", "your secretKey");

// Concurrent upload

for (String path : filePathList) {

// Submit an upload task

pool.submit(new UploadThread(client, path));

}

}

}

// Upload thread

class UploadThread implements Runnable {

// Upload client

private VodUploadClient uploadClient;

// File path

private String filePath;

public UploadThread(VodUploadClient uploadClient, String filePath) {

this.uploadClient = uploadClient;

this.filePath = filePath;

}

public void run() {

VodUploadRequest request = new VodUploadRequest();

request.setMediaFilePath(filePath);

try {

// Execute upload

VodUploadResponse response = uploadClient.upload("ap-guangzhou", request);

System.out.println(response.getFileId());

} catch (Exception e) {

e.printStackTrace();

}

}

}
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Concurrent part upload

Concurrent part upload is applicable to uploading a large file in multiple parts simultaneously. The advantage of

multipart upload lies in that a large file can be uploaded quickly. The SDK provided by VOD automatically selects

simple upload or multipart upload based on the file size, eliminating your need to take care of every step in multipart

upload. The number of concurrent parts of the file is specified by the  ConcurrentUploadNumber  parameter. For

specific use cases, please see the corresponding SDK. The SDKs that currently support this parameter include:

SDK for Java

SDK for Python

SDK for Go

Nearby upload

Nearby upload refers to the ability to sense the location of the uploader and allocate the storage center closest to the

uploader for file upload. For example, users in Chengdu will be allocated to the Chongqing rather than Shanghai

region for upload.

The biggest benefit of the nearby upload capability is to shorten the transfer distance between the uploader and the

server. This feature has the following advantages:

Shortened transfer distance and improved upload speed.

Improved stability and guaranteed success rate.

VOD natively supports nearby upload. You just need to simply confirm the following two points:

Activate multiple storage regions

The storage region provided by VOD is Singapore by default. If you want to take full advantage of the nearby

upload capability, you need to activate regions desired for nearby upload in the console. For more information,

please see Upload Storage Settings. After multi-region storage is enabled, when a user uploads a file, VOD will

identify the user's region by IP and intelligently allocate the region closest to the user out of the activated regions for

upload.

Check whether the scheduling is proper

If the storage regions of Chongqing and Shanghai are activated, and the user initiates an upload in Chengdu, the

file will theoretically be uploaded to Chongqing through nearby scheduling. To confirm whether the scheduling is

reasonable, you can get the  FileId  returned upon upload completion, and confirm it against the basic

information (  basicInfo ) returned by the DescribeMediaInfos API, which contains a  StorageRegion  field

representing the storage region of the uploaded media file.

If the transfer experiences proxy or forwarding, and the region identified by VOD by IP is incorrect, you can forcibly

specify a storage region for file uploads. For specific directions, please see:

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33914#.E6.8C.87.E5.AE.9A.E5.88.86.E7.89.87.E5.B9.B6.E5.8F.91.E6.95.B0
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33917
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33919
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/18874
https://www.tencentcloud.com/zh/document/product/266/34181
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Guide for upload from client

Guide for upload from server

Pre-detection upload

Pre-detection upload is mainly a means to optimize various types of scenarios with network errors, such as network

connection failure, timeout, and DNS hijacking. It is an effective mitigation solution offered by VOD for uploads on

weak networks. The optimization strategy includes the following points:

HTTPDNS is used to resolve domain names and get backend addresses to prevent DNS hijacking.

The connectivity and upload speed in multiple regions are detected to determine the optimal upload target region.

Tencent Cloud CDN acceleration network is utilized to provide reliable and stable transfer tunnels.

The pre-detection upload capability is currently applied to uploads from client, and the connection method is simple.

For specific directions, please see the description of  pre-upload  in the corresponding SDK:

Upload SDK for Android

Upload SDK for iOS

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33921
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33912
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33925
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33926
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Smart cold storage relies on the media asset management capabilities of VOD. To reduce the storage costs incurred

when you use VOD, VOD enables media asset lifecycle management, with which you can change the storage class of

VOD files from STANDARD to STANDARD_IA, ARCHIVE, or DEEP_ARCHIVE according to certain policies based

on your business characteristics. In this way, you can manage your media asset files more flexibly.

Use Cases

Ecommerce live streaming: as stipulated by Measures for the Supervision and Administration of Online Trading

issued by the State Administration for Market Regulation of China, live streaming service providers shall retain live

streaming videos of online transactions for at least three years after the live streaming ends. Such videos are

generally stored in VOD in STANDARD storage class, some of which will never or seldom be played back and will

be only used for audit by applicable authorities. The smart cold storage feature can effectively help you reduce the

storage costs of media assets.

Cold storage of infrequently accessed media: for video portals, streaming media platforms, and UGC

management platforms, media assets that are infrequently accessed or watched by users cannot be directly

removed for certain reasons, which incur high storage costs. The smart cold storage feature of VOD can store

media files in a cold storage class according to the number of accesses, which effectively reduces the storage costs

of media assets while still allowing infrequent watches.

Media asset archive: in news, media, radio, and TV industries, some media asset files are highly sensitive to time

and generally stored for a long period as historical materials and will be searched and watched in the future only

when required. In such scenarios, you can change their storage class to ARCHIVE or DEEP_ARCHIVE to reduce

the storage costs.

Prerequisites

1. You have signed up for and logged in to your Tencent Cloud account and completed identity verification.

2. You have activated the VOD service.

3. You have created relevant policies. For more information, see Media Asset Cold Storage.

Use Instructions

Smart Cold Storage of VOD Media Asset Files
Last updated�2022-05-26 12:13:36

http://gkml.samr.gov.cn/nsjg/fgs/202103/t20210315_326936.html
https://www.tencentcloud.com/register?&s_url=https%3A%2F%2Fcloud.tencent.com%2F
https://www.tencentcloud.com/login?s_url=https%3A%2F%2Fcloud.tencent.com%2F
https://console.tencentcloud.com/vod/overview
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/42092
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To use the media asset cold storage feature, you should understand the concepts of storage class, data retrieval and

retrieval mode, and policy management.

Storage class

VOD provides the following storage classes for storing your media asset files: STANDARD, STANDARD_IA,

ARCHIVE, and DEEP_ARCHIVE. Their attributes are as detailed below:

Storage Class STANDARD STANDARD_IA ARCHIVE DEEP_ARCHIVE

Default in VOD Yes No No No

Storage costs High Medium Low Very low

Access

performance
High Low

Access not

supported
Access not supported

Data retrieval fees No No Yes Yes

Supported

regions
All All All

Beijing, Shanghai, and

Chongqing

STANDARD is the default storage class in VOD. Live recording files as well as files generated in various upload

methods or video processing tasks are stored in STANDARD by default.

Attribute Ranking from High to Low

Storage costs STANDARD > STANDARD_IA > ARCHIVE > DEEP_ARCHIVE

Access performance STANDARD > STANDARD_IA

Note�

ARCHIVE and DEEP_ARCHIVE storage classes don't support direct access, and you should retrieve the

data first before you can access it. VOD only allows you to retrieve data to STANDARD.

Access performance will affect video watch metrics such as time to first frame (TTFF) and lag rate;

therefore, we recommend you not change the storage class for frequently accessed businesses in

the production environment.

VOD allows you to change between storage classes as follows:
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Source Storage Class Target Storage Class

STANDARD STANDARD_IA, ARCHIVE, and DEEP_ARCHIVE

STANDARD_IA STANDARD, ARCHIVE, and DEEP_ARCHIVE

ARCHIVE STANDARD

DEEP_ARCHIVE STANDARD

Note�

To switch ARCHIVE and DEEP_ARCHIVE to another storage class other than STANDARD, you should

switch them to STANDARD first and then switch STANDARD to the target storage class.

The granularity of storage class change is  FileId , that is, the storage classes of the original and video

processing files are the same, and you cannot specify the storage class for part of the files under the

 FileId  separately.

Data retrieval and retrieval mode

Data retrieval

After the storage class of a media asset is changed to the ARCHIVE or DEEP_ARCHIVE storage class, the file cannot

be directly accessed, that is, operations such as video playback and processing initiation cannot be performed. If you

want to access it, you can change its storage class as instructed in the previous section. However, sometimes you

only want to access a media asset for a short period of time and still retain it in ARCHIVE or DEEP_ARCHIVE after

access. In this case, the above method is not applicable. To meet such needs, VOD provides the data retrieval

capabilities.

VOD supports two retrieval operations for media in ARCHIVE and DEEP_ARCHIVE: permanent retrieval and retrieval

for specified period.

Operation on ARCHIVE/DEEP_ARCHIVE Storage Class Change Retrieval

Real-Timeness Async Async

Mode Expedited/Standard/Bulk Expedited/Standard/Bulk

Validity period Permanent Specified period

Copy generation No Yes
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1. After retrieval, VOD will generate a copy for the media asset in STANDARD storage class.

2. A retrieval copy is valid for a specific number of days, within which the media asset can be accessed. Once

expired, it will be automatically cleared, and then the media asset will become inaccessible.

3. Within the copy's validity period, additional STANDARD storage fees will be incurred.

4. Within the copy's validity period, the media asset cannot be retrieved again.

Retrieval mode

Storage class change and retrieval for ARCHIVE and DEEP_ARCHIVE have multiple modes, which have the same

final effect but are different in speed and cost (i.e., retrieval fees).

Retrieval Mode Time of Retrieval from ARCHIVE Time of Retrieval from DEEP_ARCHIVE

Expedited mode 5 minutes Not supported

Standard mode 5 hours 24 hours

Bulk mode 12 hours 48 hours

Note�

A media asset (represented as one  FileId ) can contain many files in storage, such as original file,

transcoded file, and screenshot file, each of which may have different actual retrieval completion time. VOD

doesn't maintain the specific retrieval completion status of each file but takes the media asset as a whole to

calculate its retrieval completion time based on the longest possible time uniformly. Before that time arrives,

even if all files under the media asset are retrieved, the media asset will still be marked as not retrieved and

be inaccessible.

As the time point when a media asset is marked as unretrieved will be after the actual retrieval time point,

the available duration of the retrieved copy of the media asset will be shorter than the expected period. To

ensure that the copy has a sufficient available duration, we recommend you add one more day to the validity

period when retrieving a media asset from DEEP_ARCHIVE.

Policy management

To help you uniformly manage the lifecycle of a large number of media assets, VOD combines media asset

information and media asset file playback statistics to offer the policy-based smart management system.

The VOD backend executes management tasks every day and changes the storage class of media assets that meet

the conditions of the specific policy.

Policy capabilities
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Combined filtering

A policy allows you to specify a series of conditions to change the storage class of media assets that meet all

conditions at the same time. The specific filter conditions are as detailed below:

Media asset type, such as video, audio, and image.

Media asset creation date, which offers the following options:

Files created before the specified date.

Files created after the specified date.

Files created between two specified dates.

Files created before a certain number of days (which dynamically changes with the current date).

Unlimited (that is, all media assets meet this condition).

Category ID. You can specify multiple category IDs or none (that is, all media assets meet this condition).

Media asset source type, including live recording, upload, video editing, and other. You can specify multiple source

types or none (that is, all media assets meet this condition).

Number of recent playbacks. You can filter media assets whose number of playbacks is less than the specified

value in the specified number of days. You can also set no limit (that is, all media assets meet this condition).

Disabling policy

Once created, a policy will be started automatically, and you can disable it as needed. Once disabled, it will be

ignored in management tasks created on the next day and afterwards until it is enabled again.

Note�

Once disabled, a policy may still take effect or not take effect in the management tasks on the current day.

Restrictions

Up to 10 policies can be configured.

You cannot specify the policy priority. If a media asset hits multiple policies at the same time, the policy priorities will

be automatically determined by the target storage class as follows: DEEP_ARCHIVE > ARCHIVE > STANDARD_IA.

Configuring VOD Smart Cold Storage Policy

Step 1. Create a cold storage policy

Log in to the VOD console (non-admin), click Media Assets > Cold Storage on the left sidebar, and click Create

Policy.

https://console.tencentcloud.com/vod/media
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Step 2. Configure the cold storage policy

Configure the cold storage policy as needed.

Example: as shown above, if the number of video playbacks is less than 300 in 30 days for a video, the

STANDARD_IA storage policy will be triggered, and VOD will store all media assets meeting the rule in

STANDARD_IA.

Step 3. Confirm the configuration for it to take effect
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Video Processing

How to Transcode Videos
Last updated�2023-05-15 17:39:49

Instructions

Overview

This document describes how to transcode videos stored in VOD and how to get the outputs.

Costs

The open-source code provided in this document is free, but the following costs may incur.

Fees for purchasing a Tencent Cloud CVM instance to execute TencentCloud API requests. For more information, see 

CVM Billing Mode.

Fees for storing videos in VOD. For details, see Pay-As-You-Go and Prepaid Packages.

Fees for transcoding videos stored in VOD. For details, see Pay-As-You-Go and Prepaid Packages.

Fees for playing videos stored in VOD. For details, see Pay-As-You-Go and Prepaid Packages.

Parameters

VOD supports the following formats for transcoding:

Type Parameter Description

Input

Container 

format

WMV, RM, MOV, MPEG, MP4, 3GP, FLV, AVI, RMVB, TS, ASF, MPG, WEBM

VOB, DAT, MP4V, M4V, F4V, MXF, QT, and OGG.

Video codec
AV1, AVS2, H.264/AVC, H.263, H.263+, H.265, MPEG-1, MPEG-2, MPEG-4, M

RealVideo, Windows Media Video

Output

Container 

format

Video: FLV, MP4, HLS (M3U8 + TS)

Audio: MP3, MP4, Ogg, FLAC, M4A

Image: GIF, WebP.

Video codec H.264/AVC, H.265/HEVC, AV1

The target specifications of a transcoding task include codec, resolution, bitrate, and others. VOD uses templates to 

represent different combinations of these parameters. For details, see Video Processing - Overview.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/213/2180
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/14666
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/52806
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/14666
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/52806
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/14666
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/52806
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33930
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Category Parameter Description

Video 

encoding

Codec H.264, H.265, and AV1 codecs are supported.

Bitrate Supported bitrate range: 10 Kbps - 35 Mbps.

Frame rate Supported frame rate range: 1-60 fps; common values: 24

Resolution
Supported width range: 128 px - 4096 px.

Supported height range: 128 px - 4096 px.

GOP length Supported GOP length range: 1-10s

Profile
When the video codec is H.264, the baseline, main, and hi

When the video codec is H.265, only the main profile is sup

Color space YUV420p is supported.

Note:

Codec: A method of converting video files from a certain format into another using specific compression technology. 

Compared with H.264, H.265 uses more advanced encoding techniques and can transcode videos at much lower 

bitrates (which means lower bandwidth costs) without compromising video quality.

Bitrate: The size of data encoded by the encoder per second, in kbps. For example, 800 kbps indicates that the 

encoder generates 800 KB of data per second.

Frame rate: The number of frames per second.

Resolution: The number of pixels per inch.

GOP: The number of frames between two I-frames.

For general transcoding, we recommend the following resolution and bitrate combinations:

Definition
Recommended 

Bitrate

Recommended 

Resolution
Resolution Range

SD 600 640 x 480 SD (short side ≤ 480 px)

HD 2000 1280 x 720 HD (short side ≤ 720 px)

FHD 4000 1920 x 1080 FHD (short side ≤ 1080 px)

2K 6000 2560 x 1440 2K (short side ≤ 1440 px)

4K 8000 3840 x 2160 4K (short side ≤ 2160 px)

VOD's Top Speed Codec (TSC) solution integrates image quality remaster and enhancement, adaptive parameter 

selection, and V265 encoder, among other video processing features. It can transcode videos to higher quality at 
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lower bitrates, helping you save network resource costs while delivering a better viewing experience. For TSC 

transcoding, we recommend the following resolution and bitrate combinations:

Definition Recommended Bitrate
Recommended 

Resolution
Resolution Range

SD 350 or leave it empty 640 x 480 SD (short side ≤ 480 px)

HD 1350 or leave it empty 1280 x 720 HD (short side ≤ 720 px)

FHD 2700 or leave it empty 1920 x 1080 FHD (short side ≤ 1080 p

2K 3500 or leave it empty 2560 x 1440 2K (short side ≤ 1440 px)

4K 7500 or leave it empty 3840 x 2160 4K (short side ≤ 2160 px)

Note:

If bitrate is left empty, VOD will set the minimum bitrate automatically based on intelligent analysis of the source video.

Initiating Transcoding Through the Console

Step 1. Activate VOD

Activate VOD. For detailed directions, see Getting Started - Step 1. Activate VOD.

Step 2. Upload a video

Upload a test video. For detailed directions, see Getting Started - Step 2. You can download the video used in this 

document here. The file ID generated is  3270835008936537687 .

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/8757#.E6.AD.A5.E9.AA.A41.EF.BC.9A.E5.BC.80.E9.80.9A.E4.BA.91.E7.82.B9.E6.92.AD
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/8757#.E6.AD.A5.E9.AA.A42.EF.BC.9A.E4.B8.8A.E4.BC.A0.E8.A7.86.E9.A2.91
http://1500006873.vod2.myqcloud.com/6c9ade00vodcq1500006873/7bfc3fd3243791581135666182/CZGr08g77HMA.mp4?download_name=%E8%85%BE%E8%AE%AF%E4%BA%91%E7%82%B9%E6%92%AD%E6%B5%8B%E8%AF%95.mp4
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Note:

To avoid the transcoding taking too much time, we recommend you use a short video (dozens of seconds) for test .

Step 3. Initiate transcoding

1. On the Video/Audio Management page of the VOD console, select the video you uploaded, and click Transcoding.

2. Select Transcoding as the processing type and select a transcoding template.

https://console.tencentcloud.com/vod/media
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3. Click Confirm. As an example, the preset templates  STD-H264-MP4-360P  (ID 100010) and   STD-H264-

MP4-540P  (ID 100020) are selected in this document. For directions on how to use a custom transcoding template, 

see Template Configuration.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/14059
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4. Click Confirm.
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5. Go to Task Center. If the status of the task is "Completed", the video has been successfully transcoded.

Step 4. Get the transcoding output

1. In the VOD console, select the target application. On the Media Assets > Video/Audio Management page, if the 

status of your test video is "Normal", transcoding is finished. Click Manage on the right to enter the details page.

2. Under the Transcoding outputs tab, you will find the transcoding outputs generated by the  TD-H264-MP4-

360P  and  STD-H264-MP4-540P  templates. You can click Preview on the right to play the video or copy the 

playback URL and share it to others.

https://console.tencentcloud.com/vod/app-manage
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Calling TencentCloud APIs to initiate transcoding

Step 1. Prepare a CVM instance

TencentCloud API script needs to be executed on a CVM instance that meets the following requirements:

Region: No limit.

Model: The minimum specification (1 CPU core and 1 GB memory) or higher.

Public network: A public IP address is required, and the bandwidth should be at least 1 Mbps.

Operating system: Official public image  Ubuntu Server 16.04.1 LTS 64-bit  or  Ubuntu Server 

18.04.1 LTS 64-bit .

For detailed directions on how to purchase a CVM instance and reinstall the system, see Operation Guide - Creating 

Instances via CVM Purchase Page and Operation Guide - Reinstalling System.

Note:

If you do not have a CVM instance that meets the above conditions, you can also run the script on other Linux (such 

as CentOS or Debian) or macOS servers with public network access, but you need to modify certain commands in the 

deployment script based on the operating system.

Step 2. Obtain the TencentCloud API key

An API key (  SecretId  and  SecretKey ) is required for calling TencentCloud APIs. If you have not created an 

API key yet, create one as instructed in Creating an API key for a root account. If you have already created a key, 

follow the steps in Viewing an API key of a root account to view the key.

Step 3. Activate VOD

Activate VOD. For detailed directions, see Getting Started - Step 1. Activate VOD.

Step 4. Upload a video

Upload a test video. For detailed directions, see Getting Started - Step 2. You can download the video used in this 

document here.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/213/4855
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/213/4933
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/598/34228
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/598/34228
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/8757#.E6.AD.A5.E9.AA.A41.EF.BC.9A.E5.BC.80.E9.80.9A.E4.BA.91.E7.82.B9.E6.92.AD
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/8757#.E6.AD.A5.E9.AA.A42.EF.BC.9A.E4.B8.8A.E4.BC.A0.E8.A7.86.E9.A2.91
http://1500006873.vod2.myqcloud.com/6c9ade00vodcq1500006873/7bfc3fd3243791581135666182/CZGr08g77HMA.mp4?download_name=%E8%85%BE%E8%AE%AF%E4%BA%91%E7%82%B9%E6%92%AD%E6%B5%8B%E8%AF%95.mp4
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Note:

To avoid the transcoding taking too much time, we recommend you use a short video (dozens of seconds) for test .

Step 5. Initiate transcoding

1. Log in to the CVM instance prepared in Step 1 and run the following command on the remote terminal:

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/213/5436
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ubuntu@VM-69-2-ubuntu:~$ export SECRET_ID=AKxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx; export SECRET_

Note:

You need to assign values to  SECRET_ID  and  SECRET_KEY  according to the key obtained in Step 2.

2. The above command will download the demo source code from GitHub and automatically run the installation script. 

The installation process will take several minutes (subject to the CVM network conditions), during which the remote 

terminal will print the following information:
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  [2020-06-15 20:39:56] Start installing pip3.

  [2020-06-15 20:40:06] pip3 is successfully installed.

  [2020-06-15 20:40:06] Start installing TencentCloud API Python SDK.

  [2020-06-15 20:40:07] TencentCloud API Python SDK is installed.

  [2020-06-15 20:40:07] Start configuring API parameters.

  [2020-06-15 20:40:07] API parameters are configured.

3. Execute the  process_media.py  script to initiate transcoding.
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ubuntu@VM-69-2-ubuntu:~$ cd ~/vod-server-demo/transcode_api/; python3 process_media

Note:

You need to replace  243791581340253754  in the command with the file ID generated in Step 4.

4. This command will initiate a ProcessMedia request for the video  243791581340253754 , transcode the video 

according to the preset templates  100010  and  100020 , and print the response:

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/34125
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33932
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{"TaskId": "1400329073-procedurev2-f6bf6f01612369b6db30f2224792a2aft0", "RequestId"

Step 6. Get the transcoding output

1. Go to Task Center. If the status of the task is "Completed", the video has been successfully transcoded.
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2. When the status of the test video changes to "Normal", the transcoding is finished. Click Manage on the right to 

enter the details page.

3. Under the Transcoding outputs tab, you will find the transcoding outputs generated. You can click Preview on 

the right to play the video or copy the playback URL and share it to others.

Auto Transcoding After Uploading (Task Flow)
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VOD supports multiple upload methods, including upload through the console, upload from the server, upload from a 

client and upload by pulling from URLs. Whatever method you use, you can specify a task flow to automatically 

transcode the video after it is uploaded.

Auto Transcoding After Uploading (Event Notification)

VOD will send notification requests for both uploading and transcoding events. You can initiate transcoding tasks for 

newly uploaded videos based on the event notifications as well as get the transcoding results from notifications (or 

from the console as described above). For details about how to use event notifications, see How to Receive Event 

Notification.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/9760
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33931
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33948
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/37542
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How to Moderate Media Content
Last updated�2023-04-27 15:00:32

Non-compliant content may expose your business to legal risks and hurt your brand. VOD offers audio/video 

moderation and image moderation capabilities to help you ensure the compliance of your content.

Audio/Video Moderation

The audio/video moderation feature of VOD analyzes your video and audio content and gives suggestions on whether 

to publish or block the content.

You can initiate audio/video content moderation in the following two ways:

1. Initiate it in the VOD console.

2. Call a server-side API.

Using a server-side API to initiate audio/video moderation

The figure below shows how a video application moderates the videos uploaded by users using the server-side API.

1. The video application backend authenticates the content provider and distributes a signature for upload from client.

2. The content provider uploads the content to VOD.

3. VOD sends information including the file ID and playback URL of the uploaded video to the application backend.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33944
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/54057
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33944
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33897
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33944
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33922
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33950
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4. VOD executes a moderation task (  ReviewAudioVideoTask ) according to the  procedure  parameter 

passed in when the video is uploaded.

5. VOD sends the result to the application backend via the ReviewAudioVideoComplete notification.

If the moderation result is "block", there’s a high chance that the content is non-compliant. We recommend you block 

the content.

If the moderation result is "pass", the probability of the content being non-compliant is low. We recommend you allow 

the content to pass.

If the moderation result is "review", the probability of the content being non-compliant is high; in this case, manual 

verification is recommended.

6. The application backend publishes videos whose suggestion is "pass" as well as those that are given a "review" 

suggestion and have passed manual verification.

7. Viewers request a playback URL for a published video from the application backend.

8. Viewers play the video via the URL (VOD offers acceleration services).

Steps 4-6 ensure that the video obtained in step 7 is compliant.

Note:

In the above process, videos are moderated before being published (only videos that pass the moderation or review 

are published). You can also use the post-moderation mode, in which videos are published first before moderation is 

performed (non-compliant content detected will be removed).

Image Moderation

The image moderation feature of VOD analyzes images and gives suggestions on whether to pass or block them. 

Unlike audio/video moderation, image moderation is performed synchronously, and results are generated 

immediately.

If the moderation result is "block", there's a high chance that the content is non-compliant. We recommend you block 

the content.

If the moderation result is "pass", the probability of the content being non-compliant is low. We recommend you allow 

the content to pass.

If the moderation result is "review", the probability of the content being non-compliant is high; in this case, manual 

verification is recommended.

You can initiate image moderation in two ways:

1. Initiate it in the VOD console.

2. Call the server-side API ReviewImage.

Billing

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/50677
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/54057
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/47377
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/47138
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For details about how content moderation is billed, see Purchase Guide.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/14666#.E5.AA.92.E4.BD.93-ai-.E6.9C.8D.E5.8A.A1.3Ca-id.3D.22media_ai.22.3E.3C.2Fa.3E
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VOD’s watermarking feature allows the adding of simple image or text watermarks, but cannot meet more

sophisticated needs such as adding text-image watermarks or applying filters to watermarks. Given this, VOD has

supported Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) watermarks, allowing you to design text and image layout as you like,

draw your own images, and apply filters, gradients, and other special effects.

What is SVG

SVG is an XML-based markup language for describing two-dimensional vector graphics. It has been widely applied

to web standards including CSS, DOM, and JavaScript.

VOD does not set height or width limits for SVG. It can identify the smallest rectangle that contains all the elements

of an image and use it as the original dimension of an SVG watermark. In the figure below, the dotted frame is the

smallest rectangle identified.

How to Add Complex Watermarks to Videos
Last updated�2021-03-25 17:52:05

Note�

You can find on the internet different free, web-based SVG editors. Use them to draw the graphics you

want and export them as XML files.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33939
https://developer.mozilla.org/zh-CN/docs/Web/SVG
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How to Add SVG Watermarks

Step 1. Edit an SVG watermark.

1. Use an SVG editor (e.g., the simple tool Tryit Editor, or Online SVG Editor, which incorporates more advanced

features) to draw your graphics. The graphics are displayed in real time as you edit. After editing, you can save the

code as an HTML file, which you can open with a browser later to check the effect.

Step 2. Create an SVG watermark template.

Call the  CreateWatermarkTemplate  API and specify parameters including the watermark coordinates and

dimensions. After the creation, you get a watermark template ID.

Step 3. Add the SVG watermark to a video.

For how to start a video processing task and get the result, see Video Processing Task System.

Take the  ProcessMedia  API as an example. In Example2 Initiating a transcoding task, you should set

 WatermarkSet.N.Definition  to the template ID obtained in step 2 and, as an SVG watermark is used, pass

the XML code obtained in step 1 in  WatermarkSet.N.SvgContent .

Example

This section uses an example to guide you through the process of adding a complex watermark that contains an

image and replaceable text.

Use case

A client wants to watermark videos and has the following requirements:

The watermark consists of a brand logo and ID of the logged in account (text).

Before getting the final XML code, you can manually fine-tune your image, for example, align element

attributes or change font size, and check the result in an editor.

Note�

If you need to align different elements, we recommend that you make flexible use of the elements’ alignable

attributes and check if the alignment is effective by changing the values of the elements, for example, placing

images next to text, or reducing/increasing text length. For detailed instructions, see this SVG tutorial. An

example is offered below.

https://www.w3schools.com/graphics/tryit.asp?filename=trysvg_myfirst
https://c.runoob.com/more/svgeditor/
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/34163
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33931
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/34125
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/34125#.E7.A4.BA.E4.BE.8B2-.E5.8F.91.E8.B5.B7.E5.B8.A6.E6.B0.B4.E5.8D.B0.E7.9A.84.E8.BD.AC.E7.A0.81.E4.BB.BB.E5.8A.A1
https://www.runoob.com/svg/svg-tutorial.html
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The watermark appears in the top right corner of videos. The distance between its origin and the right and top

border of videos is 2% of video width and 5% of video height respectively.

The width of the watermark is 30% of video width, and the height scales proportionally.

The text is beneath the logo and aligns to right of the logo.

The font for the text is SimHei, the background in white, with Gaussian blur and shadow in black. The font size is 50

px when the brand logo is not scaled.

Step 1. Edit the SVG watermark.

Below is the XML source code for the SVG watermark:

<svg xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2000/svg" xmlns:xlink="http://www.w3.org/1999/xlin

k" version="1.1" width="1000px" height="1000px">

<defs>

<filter id="filter" x="0" y="0">

<feGaussianBlur stdDeviation="2"/>

<feOffset dx="0" dy="3"/>

</filter>

</defs>

<image id="img_watermark" xlink:href="data:image/png;base64,iVBORw0KGgoAAAANSUhEU

gAAAQAAAAC5CAYAAADHwOFvAAAAAXNSR0IArs4c6QAAAARnQU1BAACxjwv8YQUAAAAJcEhZcwAADsMAAA

7DAcdvqGQAACHaSURBVHhe7Z0JmF1FlccLZ2QQEEQWZVUwI4oDqAPIOCOOiKg4IyOLyoCiomFJv+4EQUD

RZmAGcQnIGFDW5N33OgkRCAQIm6GBJH1fd5oQsUnS796XPYQsJGSBJCR97vxP3YJJ0pWk03239975f9/v

u90S+9atqlN7naNENaDmYHc1hPZXQ4Oj1FA6VTXSReAGlaOR4An8PA0sBCtVYxBsHyL8+6V4VvAs4TkBz

zvw/Dm4AH/7BPx+mGoK3qfODf7GvF0kEiWqS4P9YPAnwBC/B4O8DUwCc2GkG+2GHSX0Bt41EzyG32/C8x

xwjBoc7GlSJxKJIlVz8Lcw+E/D+JrABOBrQ7QaaArkaBXoQppGgu+jYfqwSblIJNplNQfvUpcFe6sm+ir

4PYyrAsNabzW+zIFpRCOtw8+deP4XOE5dGOxhvkwkEm1XP6D3wti/AKO5Hc9FvY2raulUueA6NGqfVOcG

u5uvFYlESgW7qWE0CEb/UzAdhr/JYkA1Ao8MaJJq0GsXB5oMEInqVI10IhgNVgIMnW1GU4PkqAfMxzf/B

s/DTG6IRHWgC2gvVPozUflbtSHYDKSuoLeAg7z4lBocvNvkkkhUY2oO9lANdBYq+mQxfBu0Aflyv97e5E

VQkahmFB7OeTrs7WyVX9iC11UuGIWG4KMm90SiKlQQ7KYrcY7GwvATOKBTa9Ba5N31mBYcYHJUJKoSDaP

3Y7h/LSrwKnvlFvpMjspoSP8Tz78zuSsSZVTc6zcF/4qK29mrIgv9R2+N0kOqIfiYyWmRKGO6kt6LSnoL

KiufgrNXZGFg5OgV1UQXy26BKDviXj9HJ8P4Z1krrRAD9LC6nA43JSASpSTe2svR5WCNvaIK8UG+Gkpfk

2vJonTER1lzwTg8a/jobsbhhpfvGLA/BJEoMQ2hY1H5/mqtlEKy6ENVNAFlsr8pHZEoJvFws5G+AZZaK6

OQIjRDNdDx+nKVSBS5+HhqAzWioq21V0AhfbRXpC9KIyCKVmHP/98y368KXldN9HVTciLRAMW+7hppRDj

XtFY4IWvk9NHrwbJDIBqYcrQPjN8Bm3tVMiHj0Bv60JA0AqJ+if3YNQXjUJGq1FEH+xCkbsC3EO8CPIUZ

ohrou/j5DAv/hv/+Q3AFfh6OJ19imgIWg+rMgxy9iedgU6IiUR/FF09y9MdeFSqTaCec7Kq7DPJgCHq+z

+gLScPoPYo9CvdHfMKRj9zyFGgYHYq/y05M/gvPJ8By/FwlV5uRTm7YxMeAqE8KjZ898WZ4zq+NfiHSOB

49+sVqKH3CpD4ZcaPQEJyGd9+IdEwDGT8JidFQA10gjYBox+IK0kTXosJktXd7HUb/INL4Ld0rZ0HcYPL

+eyM1g+kgm+sl+mo2pjki0XbVSBeCjDnv0L39HFTgn+mAG/0d0ichjmUQej+6D2ywf0+a0DJwnEmtSLSF

hmJIm6VoO6GzzDb09ufpXrbaxI1VeD36Ffv3pUSOPHUZfcikUiSCLsMcWsfWs1SYxOEhNLWDs2vi3vuld

LhpCLJzfLqJnlJXBfuaFIrqWhzpNkfPWStK0rCv/DDg5z4mdbWhcG3laHzX3WgM0l9f4QXeBjRK4likzs

UVs5G3+9Le5+b7BTRcXR3sZ1JWm+JDOU10Cr61XRuhNS+SQk+xLjQpE9WlhtL59sqRIBwnYBidbFJUH+L

zCY3B1TDA5b3yI0ly+t7A0SZVoroSx7RPdYFKLzjepH0J1qs4GlCOOnrnTaI8W9dlUJfigyw5mmipDMnA

c/0GcWelxScWOQR6WmsDoUORZpMaUe1LO/G8yloZYocI7/4zkICYWypcJDwP+bPCnm8xE/p0/BeTGlFNi

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/34163
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4f+qVQ0vb13J95fWyv8UYrvMORotj3/4oZK+iCTqIYVrvo/Ya8AcaJXnJv14pdoxxpGg9AIpLMuwDchRT

WsRh1iKlmvPm87p+DGR9Q3cTzARnq8V17GDd8X4AZIVIO6LPggKlWywTty9IZqoItMCkS7osHBviivJ63

5GifsByHL9y1E/ZCO3hNchwqV3IEfHSIMxi8r/f2Xjr2Q9G6N9q1wukmBqCbUQEeiYJfZCzwGwmnG1TLs

j0BhI9DaK4/jJEeTZL2mZqS3/e61FnQs6Ou7N5qXi6LQFZi+5ehFe37HRAOdZ94uqmoNoY/CINdbCzkW6

D70/BKqKmpxaPBGWmLP8xjI0V+kHGtB2iGmpYDjoVMNpYPNm0VRK0f/jvJMzmdDjr5p3iyqSoXn/VdZCz

dy0DtxzEBRfApDsV+DvE7I7RhNlyvDVStUFr7zbS3YqKFNqJjnmxeL4hSHZG+kB+zlEDF8hqMh+A/zZlF

Vic/b52iRtWCjJkctsuKfoC7XXoYWWssianL0mIwCqlFNNNRaoFHDN/vkck/yytE5yUwFaJ0aSp82bxVV

hX5Me6HgZtgLNEowRJSFonTEvbIO22Yrl6ihETLCqybl6Asg/lN/HJijGj321orCLd7F1rKJkhzeMYT2N

28VZV65YJS1IKPlddUUfNK8UZSKgt3QAPwEBhq/f0H2VyCqAnFL3UgrrYUYKXSLeaMoTbE7r0aaaS+jCG

FX4qIqUCNdEH+PQCvwjgPNG0Vpqyk4115OO4Dva/AZEd4p4sCquhGhafh5axrpJTxn4/m4eZso0+J5ua3

AoyRHN+jhpygb4nWYxu3dFdDOWHz8m6fAH8BQcKZqoJPQq39cBy65NNgvdAxqKVM+d8BXk+VyUBWoMTgC

hRuvp98cvSqhpTKoRvo2YLdrG1BGJfAr/Hy2vgnKwV9kL78OxAUe9/CfTxdK75898TYdh3hjYxfVo/SK8

D1Wo40KDiTBvuxFIlHGxC1/A71sNdzIoCfEw49IlEUNo2NhoPEFl+CpBR8/FYlEGVSOLrUabmTQMn3EWC

QSZU16/l+0G25E5OhO8zKRSJQpsRvnuCPKsDcakUiUQf2YDrIabVTw3r9sL4lEGRX7cbcZblTk6EH1eQk

WIRJlUw3B1VbDjYoc5cybRCJRZtTa+reqq2tvddWmMerKTT2qef0aNXztRvXHlYG6d8Vm1bJ0tRr76ho1

fvHqrbj/lbX4b2tUftkGdfdrgbp1dY+64c116ppNG9QVmwPV1LPFaULagOc/mjeKqk7Bbuo+eo+6i96vH

PoHlaezVIEuBzeDPJikivQ8/tts/Ny9FQ49h+dToIj/H//7K/G/nQ2Ox+/7qzuCPbWjUlFCasUwvLNyhC

qVT1dt5Wbleo+C2er5OZuU6weqFAHPziH1yML1quVVUr9bsx4Nw2JVXPrPamJZHH9Ui9jYR6HRbqFLYbT

3gmlglSqgQY8MWoOG4EVQQGMwFL+fqFqCA6RBiFqdne9W7f4Jyi1fBQNthcG/gmfPVkYbJ2HDslKVvBJ

+/h80QP+i2hbIzbCsqUAHwxjPxzOPJ/fm6+2GGxMObcQ7PTwfABeBQdIY9FdB8C41ZdbRMPbrYHwz8Xxj

K6NMFW89KCNNv1Jt/rFq3Dg5GpyWHNoLRvcNwEb3Gp49VuNMGodIOcHrmFq0Ik0Xy8igr2qdfQCG9ufD0

FrBpq0NL5NsBlPVVO87qn2m+IxLQuOCv4FRHQ1DuwmGtriX8WUSTBcK5KhR9AU1IdjTfIlIi1vGUvkw9K

g/A93bGFj14PqzVXvlatXhHW6+TBSluJ4U6GQYfQHPiOfzCeHQZvA80n+euiPY13xZHWvyS/updgylS/4

iGD/1MqqqA9/g+gv1AmXrXDk4FJXy9CkYzRiAntRiWNUGNwQF+gv4IUY0dRiAdPJ8GH7lchjMqzCcGjD8

beDGzPXQEPiXqCmz3mu+WrRLQo8/JvgwjOReGMybVkOqeqgH3/YCnl+vj4aAV/Td7rNg+H+xGk5t0q7aK

qfpLUxR3zQOw+Nwa22Z3XBqjHBEMEGNrmVnM1PKH4HhF9AzvmUxklpnHb77D6qt+1CTGyKbwnn+52AQk3

XvaDOWWibcyfgZnjV07Zy39Nr9/8TceLHFMOqHcFowDz9/TbaELBpO70HFb4YBvGE1jrqBGz6aqtc9ql5

T/YPQ69/byxjqGm8zuFU9X5a4AixuDEfRcTD+KXaDqFdoHfJkiJpYraHn2ionocebhkpfe4t8A0WPBvw2

NWXWCSa36lcFugAsshtBnRNuGxbUyOCDJreqRG3eN1HJV1grv7Aly9BQnm9yrb7Eq9754CYY/wZr5Re2p

FO1BB8zOZdhjevaHfP9q2D89bjQ1z9cn/NquGpdurfJxdrXaDoEhj8BvRtZKrtghZaDL2Z3/agLFdgt/x

6VmY/H2iu7sH1c/3HV2XWEyc3aFV/J5Vt01kou7BC+X+DQd/Vx6Eypc/Geqs0fGy5wWSq30Ddc72X1gl+

7vgccOhXMs1ZuoY/QG2oUXZydkQAbf4mNXxb7IsH1lmIa9Y2a2irksF1F+haM/zV7pRZ2Cb56zFeOU68j

fMy15N/XqxILA8P1N2I6dbXqqoHjoeyxmT3w6Pvylsos9A/OzyJdkt50oHXuHhjy3waSc85RVyBfXX+Ee

rpSvbfG2BWXQ9ejAai/U32JwIem6Lx0RgIl/xdA5vzxgkbAe0QfqKo2sfEX6HY0AJvtlVeIBIdWq5H0RZ

PrCYhbm3b/QlTOanDYURu43l9VqXyMKYHsq0D7qDyNR+WUbb5E4EtTlFD96JjzeVTIldaKKsSH681X7XN

OMaWQXTl0EJhor6hCbDhBp7qLPmBKISZ1LDoc89KXrRU0K7h6TWIe0vkcnmMxWrkZP1+LHnTo/+NdH65f

+A+D6WANsP+9TOEt1acsm5vfZUokW+Ijqw49Y62gmULfw18I+NZhEfwWXAn4CnKIQ/8DbsPPPJLpAMvtf

ytLUF7dGtfdAb7LX/IesFfMFNEn6bxZqr1yi+rwz1LT5n9Ee+NhN947Wxxhh55PzthLz7Fd719Vu3cdDM

zF392Av5nNbU12kOqWm/Bt2WoE7qMjUQFLIIPDfn3DbhmMeDSeP0BD9TE1PkAd6YOx8BYm+//nOAB8aYm

dfIaNxhL8vWytb4R+BS7TzlQiV8lrsFbINHDZQP1OpOmnMNpPRL4KOrn7KIwcGvH3+TLTm1u9Oyu43q9V

W1s23JOz8Ts0y1opU8UYfQudoY04SvFdhtB3we/wrICM7HTQmugdizw/+zgYXRYu92Co7o1RbuVLqpxAo

A691emfilEB3umv3SYtabMZacprv4ppihefHPZvZ6uMKcGnDfP0CzyT8c3fEuynisH3MA9/FvnxljVNiY

KpTWRORTgIRqky0VIBk8P1eMehoNrnfyIV11ocgmxq+VMYFYxDWrK09cnbhE+qztkHmJQmq9BZp2evhGl

AK8DPwcEmhcmKtz7z9GUYX5s9fQnhYDRSpJ+YVA1EaD3b/ItRydI57MPG5nqTYHgn6LlY2uJ5d6nyOYxC

JqeWJ1a8l1Rp3pEmlcmoQJ9GRVtorYBJw05D83QHDPDQeOa/uyieHnCUIod85FM6ayIOpj9FOtakqJ9iH

3a8om6tdLGzDAzOZEw+TpPrXY4hOIcps6U9DTxVKp+M1MVvADzHzITxs3HRdKTlSyZl2RJviRbpNjzT8n

kwTjdG/RbfU7dXtvhgbzlt5VY1pfuTJhUZFXqaaf6xSO/TSHdWRgOL1VTvy7HOe/lOehZu9Dm0CWkZoY0
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sy+KRa4G+mU6e8XoEnW5Ssovq6D4KFWrdNhUsbnjI/wfVWUXn33kbkWMY8gUe+zclCy9WtnnnxtIItASn

oUIttVe2JOHIQDCqqnG1jrLgcGaprA3QtF2vC3zQhBfdbBUsNrw39bC6WlXq/hqMb4H92xKGz0a0z8mpr

q7obhPei2E2O6SwVrIEcfSQ/3iTquoShwMr0FikP8F1AbwrT2eZFPRRbd6nUYlWWytXHLjeOrzzh5lY6B

uI2ud+Et/T2ev70mEjpgNXmJT1X9x7FOmrqEgpB+nQFflxPA8zKatOjQv2RgPwR5DgISKMPEYGe5gU7ER

c4HwN1V6pYoDDbVcuqpkw261dH1Tt/qP2b02cO02q+inUhRb6NirrSnvFShCHWlCR9zEJq25xDIQi3aMb

Ndu3Rg69hfw727x9Jwoj+Cy1VKbo0dt85UtjXbRKQ3xCz/V/r4fitu+Om9Dt+ADPB6BMwq2slOPy6cW+m

6vXP/52FF6XHmP/5jigp/o2CtAXZyyVKmrCSDk3m7fWnjoDvjtxhZ7e2L4/VrwxqvXF/kcn5gaZHU0UUj

Z+vX1GP43vgkvK4hFNgdqt3x45KEuHPmvevB3x0VfXm22vVBHjeo/WfORcNqRS+Rw0qsmtp/ANyIHkK7u

YcoLBqCyr7RUpIULjb9LpqWXl6eP4zoQCo9DtOx5tl+acjgqUwC04b56eatSLpnafggZvvj0vIoJHVNzz

D8SFGBsbR+VN7+CKQbu6urDqF4X7JBhk6DA1gTynpSjjHdQP7drbUrmiZaNqn3OueWP9qGPO0TDSDkt+R

IC+ulxQM5b0/wIIG394Dz7dW218hJXj5bNh1Iu4oQt9D8S/KMjrOlZNnr8fhqrLe1euiHH9P9X8sG570k

erI75YpXt+/041Y0b/jf+O4N3o+dP33MtON3jLsR7FF5gKNNeaL1Hi0MPmjduoVMFcNeabbq73umqvfNS

8sT7Fzkrcch75MfDjw+Fq///qG5v9FRs/e79JO0afox1s7GSRqsbl0PeteRMptArvsRyfdv17rJUsWn5Z

c1t+/RGf0Ct5NyA/1m+TP31Hb6H6Nw/oshQfpS3Qb1Ah0rmx9jb6nDydaFJVv+JtOu1VyZJHkYEp3mj6p

nmjEZ+9j3/1f5GaXAex7/qq8Lj1xWgIdt3j0NtbqLzV2F/x1lqBbrRXkiShv6IB+AeTKlGBzgGb7HkVFT

TSvM1omo7l3//eqC+wCyvp/XvL9c9C3vTdy7I+54+efyBRg9hbjEPDQcwVbWdQGWkYZFIlYoVHhTvs+RU

V1KVG4D3vyO1utFa2qHC9VarDl1beJm4UO7zP6q1RW95tzUbV5v10QD0/DzPzlEclSNmHHc0ER5tUibZU

ni5BIxDftMyhNdrBqZY+rOKNsVS2KNnOyqPoHb3gDUJD+aIl70LC68Y/QXn1f2+cHWM6VLBWiiQJ3XGn4

7arGhTuCMR7OKhI3wlfVirvgwbgpV4VLip4vsq+7EU7l94m9P7cOw+16/NrBnQwhoeWecz9Uo/WQ1PVaD

rEpEq0PRXpXnv+RQXdGr7ohVmHoJLFGRhjbc0f+Y1SnYsP0COycH/fGH/lmgE5vxgZvA+G/yBI14+9w+f

epefvk4p0JvIqvsY6T5PQoeweHlPtbbQR4j1mPknUV83V7siHoxF4BfxoQFel2QmFQ3+2VoKk0KMOfRvt

gyZVop1pgp6urbHmZxSErtP3x7CzfElvo40Q1280nyTaFfFcv30mCmgA4gLORJw+Gq9HIaJdk0NP2vMzC

ugtNSb4sFLtlV9ZDTcq2KW3KHmFcfoeBWkf8nkUla02HHkkrSJda83TyKDP8RHg+6yGGwWut1Q9Xz7QfI

4oKd1Nh8DwOKBlesYfDvsnSM8/ADn0FWveRoVD3+UGYKrVeKPA9d0BnVMX7bpG0aEo2BesBZ4YfMaA7la

3Ss8/IPEQPd6F26vRAPiVXoYbHWPl9F+CKtKHUGFcS0EnjI7SIw3/QHUXvR95ucCexxFQpFvQAHjxBf1

0/d+YTxHFrdDvfMo9P4OeP+pIvPWq8OBWjMeCaQyPAOzGGwWu92PzKaI4FRp//HfJd4h23nm79PwRKryq

HedOwP3xNgAl77vmU0RxiW/SFajbXsAJwfNUh65XA4pDJ7LKoT9Z8zwano17BPAt8xmiOMQXOor0sqVgE

4R6UEn/u3rCdFWZ4mwAeL3IarhRIQ1AfMrTP8H4EvImuz30sP8G6fljlDQAol5i11lph+rigCEOXSs9f8

yq7gZgzo/MZ4iiUpFOQcGlG5ufnYc6NES2eGMW5y9f4rKVQRTwAqPVcCPDu8Z8iigKcaz3LBh/gXL14b

M/ZbHbNodareUQBUWMLmCki+zGGwFt3u3mU0QDEnqCUfR1GN46a0Emhg7YcZkYf0J6iN6LBqDLXhZRwL4

BS/7MXoYbFW3eY3UbAyAy8TAw+A8UWLqx+TlUmBN8T4b9CeoeOhBGGt9aT5F+rZTrTbIabzS8JM5ABiLd

838DlWCFtQCTwqG1SIN4dUpaHDcwzgtdefoxe6XlIBU2440A7031wnxx/9QfcU9bpItgeBh2WwovKXSQU

Bi/9PzJK0/fsZZJVLQE53ID8HO78UbEFP8M8zmivoqdgYTGn7bb7hUYgZxjUiVKWnkaYS+XiGgJ/pHXAM

7rZbRR4vo3ms8R9UW8ZsLhudPv+ZeDU02qRGmIg6bYyiYS9ILuYUp1zP2U1XCjwvWmm88R7UxhlNgGIMZ

f7xpDh8NA37KWTxQ4NBOdzb6YAlQ+gLn6UqvxRoK3WT378t+bzxJtT806Tt/PUTBpu/B6BcP+U0yqRGnJ

oUZr+USFQ4+EO3Tsscf14/MKpKnIgaAdic/S87Ha9Of888X4MyAeCRZjPAAUcp15G+T6I+yGGxE8DRhIF

NtaFp+lZ+NPPzb/XHC8SZUoTXE56N0XSzlFAY8yOe7AO3IrF1gNNzo2qPY5XzZvE70tHoLl6VYUSNo9v

y/GnxXxwS/6tb2cIiJc49kiKGtp3jHopVdZDDdCKg+qzs7+B7WsNbHnHIdusxZQkjhUVmMlPHdmxE5deS

pmK6uo4AhN7G3oHZUxPC950+yGGxGu94aa6n3WvLG+xcZfoBEoiLRDdf1FjaZPmFSJUhd6/wJdaS2rSKF

fmRduoVLlJqvhRkmb94Bqba3v++Mcnpt7/rSNv0AzkIYjTapEWZBDB4FX7OUVFfQW3vEl88Yt1FH+vApD

UNuNNxI8Uu1zv2LeWH/iCL0OPYRCSHerr0DT9D6zKEPSc/9b7OUVJbRIDbc5bu3q2h1GGmeMgLd5UXVW9

jVvrR+N1xF6/wRS3ucPOlU+OMKkSpQVtdBJMM74r3sX6Y/mjRaV/N9uY6xx0IORwC/r6nIJx8YrBOPw7O

lVIIlCkyQ2fwYVRnCebC+ziGmhz5u3WjTNPxbGCQO1Gm50uP5q1dZ9mnlrbasl2A+F+2S6PT/e7dDT+n6

5KFsKj39fn0jn4NDsHcdt4G26Nv8Zq9FGjet7anL3UebNtalxOkLvc9bCSBKHnlA6Frwoc8rTmTD+9dZy

ixz6mXnrDsTBPFyPrEYbPU+rJ2fsZd5cWyrQwWASSPts/0QdY06UPYUOP161llvk0AoM//twJ2eqf5Dun

e0GGwPlu1RXjfmV596Wo65YCyJB8jQGo5D6W3CtBvFaDG/F2sotFsjRfib6JNe/KrFRgH5PeXjN3BXgvf

UCzbQXQkLo9QYUuEO1ObqqdoWn/aZayy4O2KXbKDrJvL0PaltwKBqBBVaDjYdNYLjqXFzdUWXz9FFk9ov
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WQkgShwpi/BkVG79DU6zlFhd89XeXPTmX/OYtDDR+9EjAK6hZy6vTiehdNAit+nRrASRF2PPfoQ8cibKn

e+gYlE+Cw37AF804jNwuiw/ruN5iq7HGRTjtmKqmzv0YUlA95wQKKFj2sGIrgKTQR4vpZn3UWJQtce9b0

HEdko/l6NB9+pRhv1TyBye2FrAV3qvgO6pzyxtLGVWeTkAmL7BmfmLoCL2/3fqGlygTCs+BDEcZxefea7

vQKnCMSUk/xD79uUe2GmnMuN5m1V4Zrdy5HzepyZ4KdCLw7ZmfFNr4bxHjz5jYxVueztBHr63llgAO/XL

X5/7byi1/Ccb4htVIk8D1l+P5S9U+M1sHWdiBRoHmWjM+KcL53S/URBJvS1nSaDoOdeN+lM+b1nJLBJqF

dHzApGgA4r3DkndrOlOBLXC9lardv1G9sGBQuiGp9a2tU8Fye8YnhEMbYPxXDryFF0UiPmJbpH9GuYwFa

V/1Xo80/LtJWQSaXj4QBviy1TCTZ40qVR5QHZWzMUU5JNlLRdr4vwLSjc2v55Ni/KlLx3CgQWAImBKWi6

28Esahu6KvG3x5h3372Y0yDXr0WQXXvw8Nwg/0WkEQcyBSdqRQSOro5vZAz+/QVbryiZIXn6/gnr5IP8H

Pz6A80BmkfNx7Sxzt3/Egk9oIxVOBNu+G1KcCNjhNvE7h+gvx+8OYstyA53lqWuUkPUroWrq3PmTUOncP

feKQ4YtP3GBsi01hnL6vImNXWjM9MWgt0vB9Mf5+isuR8643u+tY/AwP5ScEe5rQ3EeqUfQFTLV+hLy/G

b+34rkUbLCXT9rQOqTR4u0nKs1YsheMbMJWxlcNuN46sAT8Fb9P17SVW9FQTNyGx/BvRuEb79mKp5c4aA

DSjdbDsOvuIt0j9JMCjUEeTrTg4r9NN3hgCf63lOfxu0joWfpq3cjFqtK8I2FAM98xrlrn2QU9auzGlB1

5CMJOcKgluUNgUysnwjjW9DKWWuO5+T1qzFti/EK24bMGid/67JjzdT20thlOLfDMoh41epMYv5Bt2MtP

S5CCY53m5ncpt3wpjOXNXsZT7UxavFmN3mzPcEHIDDRHjaSTjUWmIPbx7/pNMJqY3YkniDb+TZbMFoQM4

dBrO3bwmZTC7cEcjIfv9NuNqlp4ZvEm1SI9v5BxnOB1NACnGgvMgHjrwfUbleuttxpW1uFzBE+/ukEVe+

wZLgiZAcP+YhZDuPN0oK18EYypunYHXJ/UU0s2quLm7JzmEgQrNBM9/2eMxWVQemHQ/6oqeSutxpZFnl6

Cnl+MX8g4Dk1To+gjxtIyLrf742gIXtBDa5vRZQHd8y/dgFbVnuGCkAX0CT8qqhHV5ubNrXwADcAoGFv2

FgfZ+B9ftlEVeqTnFzIMrUIDMKx6/T2Uy38Hg7sYDcHrvYwwLVzwxHJe8BPjF7KLQ7PQAHwu/rP9sQsf0

MYxB/1nweatjDFp3jZ+GfYLWYW9CBXpttqL5sRXcUveEBjiol6GmQRuJVCPvsbzKXvGC0KasEt3hzpAhv

b341BH91EwyDvB2q0MNE608a/cjJZVhv1C9nBoIermsOQv9KQlPjPANwrbK+OtBhs1j66Unl/IHhyyq0A

3qnxwRA3M9fspfbW48gDm56utxjsQ2vwe9cgqdpRgLwBBSBwdvYkDhNwUjdfeWhC3fpO7j1dt3q2q5M2L

5PxAW6VHPbRarvMKGUHv588Al4ODTc0XbaPdtA8/jgrk+o/AkPt31Zh7fjF+IRPQCnA3hvmn4bmPqeein

YrXCTorR8CYL4FRP6LcMp8l2PmhIhfGP16MX0gJhzbqRb0C5fE8W4cGE/ftEait6/0w7jNUqXITpgjP4e

cFGClsffuwbc4m9eBamfMLCaHn82uAB2N/GLCr8M9q78KiGMUt6rR5Byt3zmdUW/eFaAhuwkhhvHpoDXt

3nYtCWG0vMEHoJ+yAw6EyeB51rEUVqVnl6Uz8frwaGbzP1ExRauKFRA7akKf91Wg6BD8PUmPQGufp3/Dz

t0EDuAJcA363DQUU6v1CHeEEo7apAxzB90o8UUeCwXh+G7+fjudnwJH4+WA9nK+pOIxK/R+mdM5ObIwe/

wAAAABJRU5ErkJggg=="

x="74.4%" y="0px" height="185px" width="256px"/>

<text id="text_watermark_shadow" text-anchor="end" font-family="SimHei" font-styl

e="Regular" font-size="50px"

x="100%" y="245px" style="opacity:1;" fill="black" filter="url(#filter)">@Tencent

</text>

<text id="text_watermark" text-anchor="end" font-family="SimHei" font-style="Regu

lar" font-size="50px"

x="100%" y="245px" fill="white">@Tencent</text>

</svg>

Result checking:

Method 1: copy the above code to the input field of Tryit Editor, and click Run at the top. The watermark appears

on the right side:

https://www.w3schools.com/graphics/tryit.asp?filename=trysvg_myfirst
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Method 2: save the code as an HTML file and open it with a browser. The watermark (white background) in figure 2

below appears.

Figure 1: Transparent

Background
Figure 2: White Background Figure 3: Black Background

Code explanation

Parameter Description Attribute
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 <svg> 

Define the

SVG

canvas

 width="1000px" height="1000px" : both

height and are 1000 px. Just make sure that the

canvas is large enough to include all the elements of

the watermark.

 <filter id="filter"> 

Define the

filter to be

used

-

 <feGaussianBlur> 

Set the

Gaussian

blur filter

 stdDeviation="2" 

 <feOffset> 
Set the

filter offset
 dx="0" dy="3" : offset the filter by 3 px down.

 <image id="img_watermark">  Brand logo

 xlink:href="data:image/png;base64,

{Base64-encoded image data}" : reference a

local image.

 height="185px" width="256px" : set the

original aspect ratio.

 x="74.4%" y="0px" : as the logo is above

the text, set the Y-axis offset to 0 px. Keep adjusting

the X-axis offset until the expected result is achieved

(  x="74.4%" ).

 <text

id="text_watermark_shadow"> 

Add a

shadow to

text

 font-family="SimHei" font-

style="Regular" font-size="50px" : set

font and font size.

 text-anchor="end" : set the end of the text

as its original position for alignment.

 x="100%" : set  text-anchor  and  x  to

pin the last character of the text to the right of the

canvas so as to adjust the position of the brand logo

(  x  attribute of  <image

id="img_watermark"> ).

 style="opacity:1;": set the

opacity.</li><li> fill="black"  : set the

shadow-fill-color to black.</li>

<li> filter="url(#filter)  : apply the filter

whose  id  is filter  .</li><li> y="245px"  :

set the Y-axis offset. The height of

the brand logo is 185 px, and the font

size 50 px, which is basically

equivalent to the font height, so
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 y  must not be smaller

than 185+50=235  . After ***testing***,

the value is set to  245`.

 <text id="text_watermark">  Text

Most of this parameter’s attributes are the same as

those of  <text

id="text_watermark_shadow"> , but it does

not use a filter�without the  filter  attribute), and

the text-fill-color is white (  fill="white" ).

When checking the final result, you are advised to change the length of the text, for example, by replacing

 @Tencent  with  @Tencent is a kind person  to see if the result still meets the requirements.

To use a different user ID, just replace the value of  <text>  in the SVG code.

Step 2. Create an SVG watermark template.

https://vod.tencentcloudapi.com/?Action=CreateWatermarkTemplate

&Type=svg

&Name=Test

&CoordinateOrigin=TopRight

&XPos=2%

&YPos=5%

&SvgTemplate.Width=30S%

&SvgTemplate.Height=0px

&<Common request parameters>

Parameter description:

Parameter Description

Type=svg Set the watermark type to SVG.

Name=Test Set the name of the template (optional).

CoordinateOrigin=TopRight Pin the watermark to the top right of the video.

XPos=2%
Set the distance between the watermark origin and the right border of videos to

2% of video width.

YPos=5%
Set the distance between the watermark origin and the top border of videos to

5% of video height.

SvgTemplate.Width=30S% Set the watermark width to 30% of video width.

SvgTemplate.Height=0px The height of the watermark scales proportionally.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/34163
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/34163
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Suppose the ID of the SVG watermark template created is 12345.

Step 3. Add the SVG watermark to a video.

Initiates a video processing task:

https://vod.tencentcloudapi.com/?Action=ProcessMedia

&FileId=5285485487985271487

&MediaProcessTask.TranscodeTaskSet.0.Definition=30

&MediaProcessTask.TranscodeTaskSet.0.WatermarkSet.0.Definition=12345

&MediaProcessTask.TranscodeTaskSet.0.WatermarkSet.0.SvgContent={the XML code in s

tep 1}

&<Common request parameters>

Below is an example of the result

Appendix

Supported fonts

SimHei:style=Regular

Roboto:style=Bold

Contact us if you want other fonts supported.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/19905
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Overview

Demo features

This demo describes how to use the key hotlink protection mechanism of VOD, including enabling key hotlink

protection in the console, building a hotlink protection signature distribution service, and playing back a video with a

hotlink protection signature.

Architecture and process

An HTTP service is built based on SCF in the demo to receive the requests for getting hotlink protection signatures

from clients. It gets the original URL of a video in VOD from the request body, calculates a signature, and returns the

URL with the signature to the client.

The system mainly involves four components: developer (you), API Gateway, SCF, and VOD. Here, API Gateway and

SCF are the deployment objects of this demo as shown below:

The specific business process is as follows:

Distribution and Playback

How to Use Key Hotlink Protection
Last updated�2022-12-16 14:16:08

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33986
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1. Get the original URL of the video in the VOD console (in the actual production environment, it should be the player

that requests the video URL from the business backend; to simplify the process, this document takes your

operation as an example to simulate such business behavior here).

2. Use the original URL of the video to request a hotlink protection signature from SCF.

3. Use the video URL with the hotlink protection signature to request VOD CDN to play back the video.

Note�

The SCF code in the demo is developed based on Python 3.6. SCF also supports other programming

languages such as Python 2.7, Node.js, Go, PHP, and Java for your choice as needed. For more information,

please see Development Guide.

Fees

The VOD key hotlink protection signature distribution service demo provided in this document is open-source and free

of charge, but it may incur the following fees during service building and use:

Fees for purchasing a Tencent Cloud CVM instance to run the service deployment script. For more information,

please see Instance Billing Modes.

Fees for using signature distribution service provided by SCF. For more information, please see Billing Mode and

Free Tier.

Fees for using Tencent Cloud API Gateway to provide public network APIs for SCF. For more information, please

see Billing Overview.

Fees for VOD storage of uploaded videos.

VOD storage space will be taken up by uploaded videos. For more information, please see Video Storage Pricing.

Quickly Deploying Key Hotlink Protection Signature Distribution

Service

Step 1. Prepare a CVM instance

The deployment script needs to be executed on a CVM instance meeting the following requirements:

Region: not limited.

Model: the minimum official configuration (1 CPU core and 1 GB memory) is sufficient.

Public network: a public IP is required, and the bandwidth should be at least 1 Mbps.

Operating system: official public image  Ubuntu Server 16.04.1 LTS 64-bit  or  Ubuntu Server

18.04.1 LTS 64-bit .

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/583/11061
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/213/2180
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/583/12284
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/583/12282
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/628/11771
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/14666#.E5.AA.92.E8.B5.84.E5.AD.98.E5.82.A8.3Cspan-id.3D.22media_storage.22.3E.3C.2Fspan.3E
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For detailed directions on how to purchase a CVM instance and reinstall the system, please see Operation Guide -

Creating Instances via CVM Purchase Page and Operation Guide - Reinstalling System, respectively.

Note�

The key hotlink protection signature distribution service demo itself does not depend on CVM but only uses

CVM to run the deployment script.

If you do not have a CVM instance satisfying the above conditions, you can also run the script on another

Linux (such as CentOS or Debian) or macOS server with public network access, but you need to modify

certain commands in the deployment script based on the operating system. Please search for the specific

modification method by yourself.

Step 2. Activate VOD and configure key hotlink protection

1. Activate the VOD service as instructed in Getting Started - Step 1.

2. After activation, enable key hotlink protection as instructed in Setting Hotlink Protection and record the hotlink

protection key:

Note�

Here, enable key hotlink protection instead of referer hotlink protection. If you enable referer hotlink

protection at the same time, the request may fail as the test method below does not meet the corresponding

requirements.

Step 3. Get the API key and APPID

Your API key (i.e.,  SecretId  and  SecretKey ) and  APPID  are required for deploying and running the key

hotlink protection signature distribution service demo.

If you have not created an API key yet, please generate one as instructed in Root Account Access Key. If you have

already created a key, please get it as instructed in the same document.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/213/4855
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/213/4933
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/8757
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/14060
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/598/34228
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You can view the  APPID  on the Account Information page in the console as shown below:

Step 4. Deploy the hotlink protection signature distribution service

Log in to the CVM instance prepared in step 1 as instructed in Logging into Linux Instance in Standard Login Method

and enter and run the following command on the remote terminal:

ubuntu@VM-69-2-ubuntu:~$ export SECRET_ID=AKxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx; export SECRE

T_KEY=xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx;export APPID=125xxxxxxx;export ANTI_LEECH_KEY=xxxx;gi

t clone https://github.com/tencentyun/vod-server-demo.git ~/vod-server-demo; bash

~/vod-server-demo/installer/ anti_leech_sign_scf_en.sh

Note�

Please assign the corresponding values obtained in step 3 to  SECRET_ID ,  SECRET_KEY , and  APPID 

in the command and assign the hotlink protection key obtained in step 2 to  ANTI_LEECH_KEY .

This command will download the demo source code from GitHub and automatically run the installation script. The

installation process will take several minutes (subject to the CVM network conditions), during which the remote

terminal will print the following information:

[2020-06-04 15:57:10] Start checking npm.

[2020-06-04 15:57:18] npm is successfully installed.

[2020-06-04 15:57:18] Start installing ServerLess.

[2020-06-04 15:57:19] ServerLess is successfully installed.

https://console.tencentcloud.com/developer
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/213/5436
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[2020-06-04 15:57:20] Start deploying the VOD key hotlink protection signature di

stribution service.

[2020-06-04 15:57:30] The deployment of the VOD key hotlink protection signature

distribution service is completed.

[2020-06-04 15:57:32] Service address: https://service-xxxxxxxx-125xxxxxxx.gz.api

gw.tencentcs.com/release/anti_leech_sign

Copy the address of the signature distribution service in the output log (which is  https://service-xxxxxxxx-

125xxxxxxx.gz.apigw.tencentcs.com/release/anti_leech_sign  in this example).

Note�

If the following warning is displayed in the output log, it is generally because the CVM instance cannot

immediately parse the service domain name deployed just now. You can ignore this warning.

> [2020-04-25 17:18:44] Warning: the key hotlink protection signature distri

bution service failed the test.

>

Step 5. Test key hotlink protection

Upload a test video to VOD as instructed in Uploading Video - Local Upload. After the video is uploaded, click Quick

View and click Copy URL on the right to copy the video URL.

On the command line on the CVM instance, run the  curl  command to try directly accessing this URL. The access

will be rejected by the server for non-compliance with the key hotlink protection rule, and the HTTP return code will be

403 (during the test, please replace the URL in the command with the actual URL, which also applies below):

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33890
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ubuntu@VM-69-2-ubuntu:~$ curl -I "http://125xxxxxxx.vod2.myqcloud.com/f888c998vod

cq125xxxxxxx/c849148f528xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/xxxxxxxxxx.mp4"

HTTP/1.1 403 Forbidden

Server: NWS_VP

Connection: keep-alive

Date: Thu, 04 Jun 2020 08:27:54 GMT

Content-Type: text/plain

Content-Length: 14

On the command line on the CVM instance, run the  curl  command to request the URL with the hotlink protection

signature from the service deployed in step 4 (  -d  means to initiate the request in POST method, and the carried

parameter is the video URL):

ubuntu@VM-69-2-ubuntu:~$ curl -d 'http://125xxxxxxx.vod2.myqcloud.com/f888c998vod

cq125xxxxxxx/c849148f528xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/xxxxxxxxxx.mp4' https://service-xxxxxxxx

-125xxxxxxx.gz.apigw.tencentcs.com/release/anti_leech_sign; echo

http://125xxxxxxx.vod2.myqcloud.com/f888c998vodcq125xxxxxxx/c849148f528xxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxx/xxxxxxxxxx.mp4?t=5ed8b8d2&exper=0&rlimit=0&us=455041&sign=fe6394007c2e7aef

39fc70a02e897f69

Run the  curl  command again to access the URL with the hotlink protection signature obtained in the previous

step, and the URL can be accessed normally (the HTTP return code will be 200):

ubuntu@VM-69-2-ubuntu:~$ curl -I "http://125xxxxxxx.vod2.myqcloud.com/f888c998vod

cq125xxxxxxx/c849148f528xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/xxxxxxxxxx.mp4?t=5ed8b8d2&exper=0&rlimit

=0&us=455041&sign=fe6394007c2e7aef39fc70a02e897f69"

HTTP/1.1 200 OK

Server: tencent-cos

Connection: keep-alive

Date: Thu, 04 Jun 2020 08:37:17 GMT

Last-Modified: Fri, 22 May 2020 15:06:15 GMT

Content-Type: video/mp4

Content-Length: 232952632

Accept-Ranges: bytes

ETag: "1da6be3a0d1da5edae4ff0b1feff02cf-223"

x-cos-hash-crc64ecma: 16209801220610226954

x-cos-request-id: NWVkOGIyYmVfZDUyMzYyNjRfYWMwMF85YjkyNzA=

X-Daa-Tunnel: hop_count=4

X-NWS-LOG-UUID: b404f43e-3c86-4c54-8a78-fb78e4e85cf2 add71e19fb08c6d9dbe1b21a2fb1

57bf

Access-Control-Allow-Credentials: true

Access-Control-Allow-Headers: Origin,No-Cache,X-Requested-With,If-Modified-Since,

Pragma,Last-Modified,Cache-Control,Expires,Content-Type,X_Requested_With,Range
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Access-Control-Allow-Methods: GET,POST,OPTIONS

Access-Control-Allow-Origin: *

Note�

You can access the URL with the hotlink protection signature in a browser and verify the signature by playing

back the video. However, this method has certain requirements for the video format. Generally, H.264-encoded

.mp4 videos have high compatibility, which are recommended. You can also use a third-party tool such as

Postman to send HTTP requests for test. Please search for the specific usage by yourself.

System Design Description

API protocol

The key hotlink protection signature distribution function uses API Gateway to provide APIs. The specific API protocol

is as detailed below:

Service Function Name API Form
Request

Content
Response Content

Key hotlink protection

signature distribution
anti_leech_sign

HTTP

POST

Original video

URL

URL with hotlink

protection signature

Signature distribution service code interpretation

1.  main_handler()  is the entry function.

2. Call  parse_conf_file()  and read the configuration information from the  config.json  file. The

configuration items are as described below (for specific parameters, please see Key Hotlink Protection):

Field
Data

Type
Description

key String Key hotlink protection key

t Integer

Signature validity period in seconds. When a request is being processed, this

parameter plus the current time on the SCF server will be `t` in the hotlink protection

parameters

exper Integer Preview duration

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33986#.E9.98.B2.E7.9B.97.E9.93.BE-url-.E7.94.9F.E6.88.90.E6.96.B9.E5.BC.8F
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Field
Data

Type
Description

rlimit Integer Maximum number of client IPs that can access the signature

3. Parse the  Dir  parameter from the request body, generate the  t  and  us  parameters locally, and read the

 exper  and  rlimit  parameters from the configuration file:

original_url = event["body"]

parse_result = urlparse(original_url)

directory = path.split(parse_result.path)[0] + '/'

# Signature parameters

timestamp = int(time.time())

rand = random.randint(0, 999999)

sign_para = {

"t": hex(timestamp + configuration['t'])[2:],

"exper": configuration['exper'],

"rlimit": configuration['rlimit'],

"us": rand

}

4. Call  generate_sign()  to calculate the hotlink protection signature. For the specific algorithm, please see Key

Hotlink Protection.

5. Generate the  QueryString  and add it at the end of the original URL to concatenate a URL with the hotlink

protection signature:

sign_para["sign"] = signature

query_string = urlencode(sign_para)

new_parse_result = parse_result._replace(query=query_string)

signed_url = urlunparse(new_parse_result)

6. Return the signature. For the formats and descriptions of the returned data, please see Overview of API Gateway

Trigger.

return {

"isBase64Encoded": False,

"statusCode": 200,

"headers": {"Content-Type": "text/plain; charset=utf-8",

"Access-Control-Allow-Origin": "*",

"Access-Control-Allow-Methods": "POST,OPTIONS"},

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33986#.E9.98.B2.E7.9B.97.E9.93.BE-url-.E7.94.9F.E6.88.90.E6.96.B9.E5.BC.8F
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/583/12513
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"body": signed_url

}
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User-generated content (UGC) and professionally generated Content (PGC) platforms are two common scenarios in

the video industry where video content can be freely uploaded and shared.

However, third-party video platforms may impersonate normal users to upload videos to your platform and then put the

URLs of those videos on their own platforms. In this way, they can "live" on your platform like a parasite and get "free"

access to video storage and playback acceleration. As a result, your video platform is used maliciously by others as a

free video hosting service, which is called "malicious video hosting".

Malicious video hosting can cause serious economic losses since all the storage, bandwidth, and traffic fees incurred

by the parasites have to be borne by you.

Causes of Malicious Video Hosting

How UGC/PGC platforms interact with others normally

Note�

Arrows in the figure represent the network request directions.

Generally, a UGC or PGC video platform interacts with content providers, content consumers, and VOD in the

following ways (for more information on steps 1–3, please see Upload from Client):

How to Prevent Malicious Video Hosting
Last updated�2022-03-24 15:32:21

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33921
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1. The application backend authenticates the content provider and distribute to them a video upload signature after

authentication is passed.

2. The content provider uploads the content to be shared to VOD.

3. VOD notifies the application backend of relevant information such as the  fileId  and playback URL of the

uploaded video.

4. The content consumer requests the playback URL from the application backend.

5. The content consumer accelerates video playback via VOD through the URL.

How malicious video hosting is implemented

Note�

Arrows in the figure represent the network request directions.

A malicious third-party video platform impersonates a normal user of your platform:

It upload its own videos to VOD as a video provider (steps 1 and 2).

Then, it gets the playback URLs of these videos from your platform as a consumer (step 4).

The users of the malicious platform get these URLs (step 4) and accelerate playback through VOD (step 5).

Core causes of problem

The ultimate purpose of malicious video hosting is to steal others' CDN bandwidth resources (while taking advantage

of their storage resources). Malicious users do so mainly for the following:
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Step 4. The malicious platform can quickly get the playback URLs from the application, store them, and distribute

them to its own users.

Step 5. After the users of the malicious platform get the URLs, they can accelerate video playback unlimitedly.

Malicious Video Hosting Prevention

In view of the core causes of malicious video hosting listed above, the key solutions lie in:

Preventing unrestricted access to playback URLs as mentioned in step 4.

Preventing unrestricted playback acceleration as mentioned in step 5.

The following describes how VOD helps you restrict playback of and access to URLs.

Restricting playback of URLs

VOD's key hotlink protection provides the ability to limit the number of devices allowed to play back a video from a

URL, so as to prevent the URL from being distributed to any number of devices for playback.

In order to implement effective control of the playback URL, you need to enable hotlink protection in the console; in

step 4, a hotlink protection-enabled URL needs to be generated on the application backend according to the key

hotlink protection URL generation rules (please see the example of "maximum number of IPs allowed for playback at a

video playback address") in order to limit the validity period of the URL and the number of IPs allowed for playback.

Restricting access to URLs

Restricting playback of URLs alone cannot effectively prevention malicious video hosting. This is because in step 4, a

malicious platform can make countless requests for different hotlink protection-enabled URLs for the same video and

then distribute those URLs to its own users, thus bypassing the restriction on the number of IPs allowed for playback.

In response, the application backend needs to verify user identity in step 4 and impose frequency control, i.e., how

many times an individual user can get the same playback URL within a specified period of time. This can prevent

malicious users from getting a large number of video playback addresses in a short period of time.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33986
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33986#.E7.A4.BA.E4.BE.8B2.EF.BC.9A.E8.A7.86.E9.A2.91.E6.92.AD.E6.94.BE.E5.9C.B0.E5.9D.80.E6.9C.80.E5.A4.9A.E5.8F.AF.E6.92.AD.E6.94.BE-ip-.E6.95.B0
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How to Receive Event Notification
Last updated�2023-05-15 17:39:11

Overview

About this document

In this document, we will run you through the process of uploading and transcoding a video and show you how to use 

VOD's event notifications.

Architecture and workflow

In the demo, an HTTP server was built based on SCF to receive event notification requests from VOD. The server 

initiates transcoding tasks and gets the transcoding results based on the NewFileUpload and 

ProcedureStateChanged notifications it receives.

The system consists of four main components: the console, API Gateway, SCF, and VOD. API Gateway and SCF are 

the deployment objects of the demo.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33948
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33950
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33953
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The workflow is as follows:

1. Upload a video to the VOD console.

2. VOD sends a  NewFileUpload  notification request to the demo.

3. The demo parses the notification and calls VOD's ProcessMedia API to transcode the uploaded video using the 

preset transcoding templates  100010  and  100020 .

4. After completing the transcoding task, VOD sends a  ProcedureStateChanged  notification request to the 

demo.

5. The demo parses the notification and prints the URL of the transcoding output in SCF logs.

Note:

The SCF code in the demo is developed based on Python 3.6. SCF also supports other programming languages such 

as Python 2.7, Node.js, Go, PHP, and Java. For more information, see Code Development.

Fees

The demo for receiving VOD event notifications provided in this document is open-source and free of charge, but to 

build the demo, you may incur the following fees:

Fees for purchasing a Tencent Cloud CVM instance to execute the script. For more information, see CVM Billing 

Mode.

Fees for using SCF to distribute signatures. For more information, see Pay-As-You-Go and Free Tier.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/34125
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33932
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/583/40323
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/213/2180
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/583/42969
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/583/12282
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Fees for using Tencent Cloud API Gateway to provide public network APIs for SCF. For more information, see Shared 

Instance Billing.

Fees for storing videos uploaded to VOD. For details, see Pay-As-You-Go and Prepaid Packages.

Fees for transcoding videos stored in VOD. For details, see Pay-As-You-Go and Prepaid Packages.

Impact on your production environment

The demo uses VOD's event notification mechanism, for which you need to configure an event notification address. If 

there is already a VOD-based production environment under your account, changing the event notification address 

may affect your active business. Therefore, before doing so, make sure it will not affect your production 

environment. If you are not sure, please use a new account to deploy the demo.

Quickly Deploying Event Notification Receipt Service

Step 1. Prepare a CVM instance

The deployment script needs to be executed on a CVM instance that mees the following requirements:

Region: No limit.

Model: The minimum specification (1 CPU core and 1 GB memory) or higher.

Public network: A public IP address is required, and the bandwidth should be at least 1 Mbps.

Operating system: Official public image  Ubuntu Server 16.04.1 LTS 64-bit  or  Ubuntu Server 

18.04.1 LTS 64-bit .

For detailed directions on how to purchase a CVM instance and reinstall the system, see Operation Guide - Creating 

Instances via CVM Purchase Page and Operation Guide - Reinstalling System.

Note:

The demo itself does not depend on CVM, but it needs a CVM instance to run the deployment script.

If you do not have a CVM instance that meets the above conditions, you can also run the script on other Linux (such 

as CentOS or Debian) or macOS servers with public network access, but you need to modify certain commands in the 

deployment script based on the operating system.

Step 2. Activate VOD

Activate VOD. For detailed directions, see Getting Started - Step 1. Activate VOD.

Step 3. Get the API key and APPID

Your API key (i.e.,  SecretId  and  SecretKey ) and  APPID  are required for deploying and running the demo.

If you have not created an API key yet, create one as instructed in Creating an API key for a root account. If you have 

already created a key, follow the steps in Viewing an API key of a root account to view the key.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/628/11771
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/14666#.E5.AA.92.E8.B5.84.E5.AD.98.E5.82.A8.3Cspan-id.3D.22media_storage.22.3E.3C.2Fspan.3E
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/52806#1.-.E5.AD.98.E5.82.A8.E8.B5.84.E6.BA.90.E5.8C.85
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/14666#.E5.AA.92.E8.B5.84.E5.A4.84.E7.90.86.3Cspan-id.3D.22media_edit.22.3E.3C.2Fspan.3E
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/52806#3.-.E6.99.AE.E9.80.9A.E8.BD.AC.E7.A0.81.E5.8C.85
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/213/4855
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/213/4933
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/8757#.E6.AD.A5.E9.AA.A41.EF.BC.9A.E5.BC.80.E9.80.9A.E4.BA.91.E7.82.B9.E6.92.AD
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/598/34228
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/598/34228
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You can view your APPID on the Account Information page of the console.

Step 4. Deploy the notification receipt service

Log in to the CVM instance prepared in Step 1 and run the following command on the remote terminal:

https://console.tencentcloud.com/developer
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/213/5436
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ubuntu@VM-69-2-ubuntu:~$ export SECRET_ID=AKxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx; export SECRET_

Note:

You need to assign values to  SECRET_ID ,  SECRET_KEY , and  APPID  according to the key and APPID 

obtained in Step 3.

This command will download the demo source code from GitHub and automatically run the installation script. The 

installation process will take several minutes (subject to the CVM network conditions), during which the remote device 

will print the following information:
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[2020-06-05 17:16:08]Start checking npm.

[2020-06-05 17:16:12] npm is successfully installed.

[2020-06-05 17:16:12]Start installing serverless.

[2020-06-05 17:16:13]Serverless is successfully installed.

[2020-06-05 17:16:14] Start deploying the event notification receipt service.

[2020-06-05 17:16:24] The event notification receipt service is deployed.

[2020-06-05 17:16:26] Service address: https://service-xxxxxxxx-125xxxxxxx.gz.apigw

Copy the address of the event notification receipt service in the output log (which is  https://service-

xxxxxxxx-125xxxxxxx.gz.apigw.tencentcs.com/release/callback  in this example).
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Note:

If the following warning is printed in the output log, it is probably because the CVM instance cannot parse the domain 

deployed immediately. You can ignore this warning.

[2020-04-25 17:18:44] Warning: The event notification receipt service failed the te

Step 5. Configure the event notification address

Note:
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As mentioned in Impact on your production environment, before you perform the following operations, please make 

sure that your active business does not depend on VOD event notifications.

1. Log in to the VOD console and select Application Management on the left sidebar.

2. Select the target application.

3. Click Callback Settings on the left sidebar and click Set. For Event Notification Method, select "Normal 

Callback", and enter the address obtained in Step 4. Select all event notification types, and click Confirm.

Note:

If you see two callback URL configurations (v2.0 and v3.0) in the console, configure v3.0.

Step 6. Test the demo

1. Upload a test video to VOD (select No processing after upload). After the video is uploaded, if the status of the 

video on the Uploaded page is "Processing", it indicates that the demo has received the  NewFileUpload  

notification and initiated a transcoding task.

https://console.tencentcloud.com/vod
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33890#.E6.9C.AC.E5.9C.B0.E4.B8.8A.E4.BC.A0.E6.AD.A5.E9.AA.A4
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2. After the transcoding is finished (status becomes "Normal"), click Quick View, and you will see the two transcoding 

outputs for the file on the right.

3. Log in to the SCF console and go to the log page. In the latest log, you can see that the URLs of the two output files 

have been printed. You can use SCF to record the URLs in your database or send them to viewers.

Note:

There may be a delay in log generation. If you can't find the URLs, please wait for a minute or two and click Reset to 

refresh the page.

System Design

API protocol

The event notification receipt function uses API Gateway to provide APIs. For the API protocols, see Video Upload 

Completion and Task Flow Status Change.

Code interpretation

1.  main_handler()  is the entry function.

2. Call  parse_conf_file()  to read configuration information from the  config.json  file.

Field Type Description

secret_id String The API key.

secret_key String The API key.

region String The TencentCloud API request region, whic

definitions Array of Integer The transcoding template.

subappid Integer The VOD subapplication the event notificati

3. For  NewFileUpload  event notifications, call  deal_new_file_event()  to parse the request and get the 

file ID of the uploaded video.

https://console.tencentcloud.com/scf/list-detail?rid=1&ns=vod_demo&id=callback&menu=log
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33950
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33953
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33987
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        if event_type == "NewFileUpload":

            fileid = deal_new_file_event(body)

            if fileid is None:

                return ERR_RETURN

4. Call  trans_media()  to initiate transcoding, output the API's response packets to SCF logs, and send the 

response packets to the event notification service of VOD.
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            rsp = trans_media(configuration, fileid)

            if rsp is None:

                return ERR_RETURN

            print(rsp)

5. In  trans_media() , call the TencentCloud API  ProcessMedia :
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     cred = credential.Credential(conf["secret_id"], conf["secret_key"])

     client = vod_client.VodClient(cred, conf["region"])

     method = getattr(models, API_NAME + "Request")

     req = method()

     req.from_json_string(json.dumps(params))

     method = getattr(client, API_NAME)

     rsp = method(req)

     return rsp
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6. For  ProcedureStateChanged  event notifications, call  deal_procedure_event()  to parse the request, 

get the URL of the transcoding output, and print it in SCF logs:

        elif event_type == "ProcedureStateChanged":

            rsp = deal_procedure_event(body)

            if rsp is None:

                return ERR_RETURN
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Overview

VOD Migrate Tool is an all-in-one tool that integrates data migration features. By writing a simple configuration file, you

can quickly migrate media files at the source address to VOD.

Supported Data Sources

 Local folder

 URL list

 Tencent Cloud COS

 AWS S3

 Alibaba Cloud OSS

 Qiniu Kodo

Operating Environments

System environment

Windows, Linux, and macOS

Software dependency

Python 2.7, 3.4 and above

Latest version of pip

Installation

Installing via pip (recommended)

How to Migrate Files from Origin Server to

VOD
Last updated�2022-08-03 10:37:15
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You can install the SDK into your project through pip. If you haven't installed pip in your project environment yet, install

it first as instructed at pip's official website.

pip install vodmigrate

Installing by using source package

You can click here to download the source code.

Download the latest code and decompress:

git clone https://github.com/tencentyun/vod-migrate.git

cd vod-migrate

python setup.py install

Example

Run the following command:

vodmigrate config.toml

Note�

After the migration is completed, the result will be output to the directory corresponding to the configuration item

 migrateResultOutputPath , and the filename will be  vod_migrate_result.txt .

Configuration Files

The configuration file is in TOML format (for more information, please see config_template.toml. Make sure that the file

is encoded in UTF-8). Configure the following file content:

1. Configure the migration type

 type  indicates the migration type, which is filled in by users based on their migration needs. For example, to

migrate local data to VOD, users need to configure  type=migrateLocal  for  [migrateType] .

[migrateType]

https://github.com/tencentyun/vod-migrate.git
https://github.com/tencentyun/vod-migrate/blob/master/test/config_template.toml
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type="migrateLocal"

Currently, the following migration types are supported:

migrateType Description

migrateLocal From local system to VOD

migrateUrl From download URL to VOD

migrateCos From Tencent Cloud COS to VOD

migrateAws From AWS S3 to VOD

migrateAli From Alibaba Cloud OSS to VOD

migrateQiniu From Qiniu Kodo to VOD

2. Configure the migration task

You can configure a migration task based on your actual needs, including information for the destination VOD and

task-related configurations.

# Common configuration for the migration tool

[common]

secretId = "SECRETID"

secretKey = "SECRETKEY"

region = 'REGION'

subAppId = 0

concurrency = 5

supportMediaClassification = [ 'video', 'audio', 'image' ]

excludeMediaType = [ ]

migrateDbStoragePath = ''

migrateResultOutputPath = ''

Name Description

secretId
 SecretId  of your key. Replace  SECRETID  with your real key information,

which can be obtained on the TencentCloud API key page in the CAM console.

secretKey

 SecretKey  of your key. Replace  SECRETKEY  with your real key

information, which can be obtained on the TencentCloud API key page in the

CAM console.

region
Access point region, i.e., the region where to request a VOD server. This is

different from the storage region. For more information, please see Region List.

https://console.tencentcloud.com/cam/capi
https://console.tencentcloud.com/cam/capi
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/34113
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Name Description

subAppId
ID of a subapplication in VOD. If you need to migrate a file into a subapplication,

enter the subapplication ID in this field; otherwise, leave it empty.

concurrency Number of concurrently migrated files. Maximum value: 50

supportMediaClassification List of media types supported for migration. Valid values: video, audio, image

excludeMediaType List of file types to be excluded

migrateDbStoragePath
Save path of the migrated  db . If this parameter is left empty, it means the

current directory.

migrateResultOutputPath
Save path of the migration result (one migration record corresponds to one line of

JSON string). If this parameter is left empty, it means the current directory.

File type description:

Video: MP4, TS, FLV, WMV, ASF, RM, RMVB, MPG, MPEG, 3GP, MOV, WEBM, MKV, and AVI. HLS and DASH

are not supported.

Audio: MP3, M4A, FLAC, OGG, and WAV

Image: JPG, JPEG, PNG, GIF, BMP, TIFF, AI, CDR, and EPS

3. Configure the data source

Configure each section according to the migration type described in  [migrateType] . For example, if the

configuration item of  [migrateType]  is  type=migrateLocal , you only need to configure the

 [migrateLocal]  section.

3.1 Configure a local data source  migrateLocal 

If you migrate a local file to VOD, configure this section. The specific configuration items and descriptions are as

follows:

# Configuration section for migration from a local system to VOD

[migrateLocal]

localPath = ''

excludes = [ ]

Configuration

Item
Description

localPath Local path, which should be an absolute path

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33987
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Configuration

Item
Description

excludes
Absolute path of the directory to be excluded, which means that some files in the directory at

 localPath  are not to be migrated

3.2 Configure a URL list data source  migrateUrl 

If you migrate files from a specified URL list to VOD, configure this section. The specific configuration items and

descriptions are as follows:

# Configuration section for migration from a URL list to VOD

[migrateUrl]

urllistPath=D:\\folder\\urllist.txt

Configuration

Item
Description

urllistPath
Absolute path of the file storing the URL list. The file content is URL text containing one

original URL address per line.

Note�

To migrate large local files to VOD, you’re advised to use the pullUpload API.

3.3. Configure a COS data source (migrateCos)

If you migrate files from Tencent Cloud COS to VOD, configure this section. The specific configuration items and

descriptions are as follows:

# Configuration section for migration from Tencent Cloud COS to VOD

[migrateCos]

region = 'ap-shanghai'

bucket = 'examplebucket-1250000000'

secretId = 'COS_SECRETID'

secretKey = 'COS_SECRETKEY'

prefix = ''

Configuration

Item
Description

region Region information of the source bucket. For more information, see Regions and Access

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/34118
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/436/6224
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Configuration

Item
Description

Endpoints.

bucket
Name of the source bucket in the format of  <bucketname-appid> . The bucket name

must include  APPID , such as  examplebucket-1250000000 .

secretId
 SecretId  of the key of the account to which the source bucket belongs. You can view

this parameter in API Keys.

secretKey
 SecretKey  of the key of the account to which the source bucket belongs. You can view

this parameter in API Keys.

prefix
Prefix of the path to be migrated. If all data in the bucket needs to be migrated, leave the

prefix empty.

3.4 Configure an AWS data source  migrateAws 

If you migrate files from AWS to VOD, configure this section. The specific configuration items and descriptions are as

follows:

# Configuration section for migration from AWS S3 to VOD

[migrateAws]

region = 'ap-northeast-2'

bucket = 'bucket-aws'

accessKeyId = 'AccessKeyId'

accessKeySecret = 'AccessKeySecret'

prefix = ''

Configuration

Item
Description

region AWS S3 region

bucket AWS S3 bucket name

accessKeyId Replace  AccessKeyId  with your real key information

accessKeySecret Replace  AccessKeySecret  with your real key information

prefix
Prefix of the path to be migrated. If all data in the bucket needs to be migrated, leave the

prefix empty

3.5 Configure an Alibaba Cloud OSS data source  migrateAli 

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/436/6224
https://console.tencentcloud.com/cam/capi
https://console.tencentcloud.com/cam/capi
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If you migrate files from Alibaba Cloud OSS to VOD, configure this section. The specific configuration items and

descriptions are as follows:

# Configuration section for migration from Alibaba Cloud OSS to VOD

[migrateAli]

bucket = 'bucket-aliyun'

accessKeyId = 'yourAccessKeyId'

accessKeySecret = 'yourAccessKeySecret'

endPoint = 'oss-cn-hangzhou.aliyuncs.com'

prefix = ''

Configuration

Item
Description

bucket Alibaba Cloud OSS bucket name

accessKeyId Replace  yourAccessKeyId  with your real key information

accessKeySecret Replace  yourAccessKeySecret  with your real key information

endPoint Alibaba Cloud endpoint address

prefix
Prefix of the path to be migrated. If all data in the bucket needs to be migrated, leave the

prefix empty

3.6 Configure a Qiniu data source  migrateQiniu 

If you migrate from Qiniu to VOD, configure this section. The specific configuration items and descriptions are as

follows:

# Configuration section for migration from Qiniu Kodo to VOD

[migrateQiniu]

bucket = 'bucket-qiniu'

accessKeyId = 'AccessKey'

accessKeySecret = 'SecretKey'

endPoint = 'www.bkt.clouddn.com'

prefix = ''

Configuration

Item
Description

bucket Qiniu Kodo bucket name

accessKeyId Replace  AccessKey  with your real key information
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Configuration

Item
Description

accessKeySecret Replace  SecretKey  with your real key information

endPoint Download URL of Qiniu Kodo, which corresponds to  downloadDomain 

prefix
Prefix of the path to be migrated. If all data in the bucket needs to be migrated, leave the

prefix empty

Restrictions

The tool is designed as a one-time migration tool. The migration has three stages: origin server file scanning,

migrating, and migration completed. After the file scan is completed, if the configuration needs to be changed,

the  db  file must be cleared (i.e., deleting  migrate.db  or modifying the  db  storage path) to avoid errors

with configuration file MD5 verification.

The migrated files must be displayed with the file extension.

HLS/DASH files cannot be migrated currently.

After the migration, the directory relationship between the original videos cannot be maintained, and each video has

an independent  FileId , all of which are not related to each other.

Migration Process

1. The configuration file is read, the corresponding configuration section is read according to the migration type, and

parameters are checked.

2. The origin server is scanned according to the migration type, and migration tasks are generated.

3. After the scan is completed, the migration is performed, and the results of each task and the overall progress are

printed.
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4. After the migration is completed, the details are output to the result file.
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Live Recording

Recording to VOD and Processing Video
Last updated�2023-05-15 17:37:30

Live recording is a solution that records and saves live streams to VOD after remuxing (without modifying audio/video 

data, timestamp etc.). The recording files can be further processed and distributed. For details, see Live Recording.

Strengths

Based on the capabilities of CSS, the live recording feature can quickly record and store live streaming content to 

VOD for secondary production and distribution.

Relying on Tencent Cloud's leading AI technologies in audio and video and globally deployed cache nodes, VOD 

provides top-notch audio/video services including stream publishing, transcoding, distribution, and playback, 

delivering ultra-low latency and ultra-high image quality while being capable of handling large numbers of concurrent 

requests.

With the live recording feature, you can easily spread videos of your live events in various scenarios and to different 

applications.

The feature is useful in cases such as corporate live streaming, live shopping, and online classes. It allows you to 

distribute your content through different channels.

Prerequisites

You have signed up for a Tencent Cloud account and logged in.

You have activated CSS and VOD.

Directions

Step 1. Create a recording template

To use the live recording feature, you need to create a recording template first. The configuration of live recording is 

saved in the recording template. You can create recording templates with different configurations to record files into 

different formats or different durations.

Creating a template in the console:

1.1 Log in to the CSS console and select Feature Configuration > Live Recording.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/1082
https://www.tencentcloud.com/register?&s_url=https%3A%2F%2Fcloud.tencent.com%2F
https://www.tencentcloud.com/login?s_url=https%3A%2F%2Fcloud.tencent.com%2F
https://console.tencentcloud.com/live/livestat
https://console.tencentcloud.com/vod/overview
https://console.tencentcloud.com/live/config/record
https://console.tencentcloud.com/live/config/record
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1.2 Click Create Recording Template and select at least one recording format. For detailed directions, see Creating 

a Recording Template.

1.3 Click Save.

Creating a template using an API:

You can also call the CreateLiveRecordTemplate API to create a recording template. The template ID will be returned 

after the template is created successfully.

Step 2. Select a recording scheme

CSS offers the following recording schemes for different scenarios:

Scheme 1. Global recording for a domain name

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/267/34223#.E5.88.9B.E5.BB.BA.E5.BD.95.E5.88.B6.E6.A8.A1.E6.9D.BF
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/267/30845
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You can bind your live recording template to a push domain in the CSS console or by calling an API, and streams 

pushed through the domain will be recorded automatically.

Use cases: Showroom streaming, live shopping, online classroom, and video surveillance.

Steps:

1.1 After creating a recording template, you will be prompted to bind a domain name. Click Bind Domain Name and 

select a push domain.

1.2 You can also bind a push domain on the Domain Management. Click your push domain. On the domain details 

page, select Template Configuration. In the Recording Configuration area, click Edit to bind the push domain. 

For more information, see Binding a Recording Template.

https://console.tencentcloud.com/live/config/record
https://console.tencentcloud.com/live/config/record
https://console.tencentcloud.com/live/domainmanage
https://console.tencentcloud.com/live/domainmanage
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/267/34224
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1.3 Alternatively, you can call CreateLiveRecordRule, passing in the template ID and push domain to bind them.

Scheme 2. Recording a specified stream

You can record a specific live stream by binding your live recording template to the specified live stream through an 

API.

Use cases: Live events, live exhibitions, sports live streaming, and co-streaming.

Steps: To bind a recording template to a specific live stream, call CreateLiveRecordRule, passing in the recording 

template ID, the target push domain, push path, and  StreamName  (these three parameters must match).

Scheme 3. Recording a specified time period

You can call an API to specify the time to start and end recording.

Use cases: News live streaming and live events.

Steps: Call CreateRecordTask to create a recording task, specifying the recording template ID, the target push 

domain, push path, and  StreamName  (these three parameters must match), as well as the start and end time.

Example:

1. In the simplest case, you only need to specify  StreamName ,  DomainName ,  AppName , and  EndTime  to 

record live streams.

The following sample code creates a video recording task from 8 AM to 10 AM on August 10, 2020. The recording 

files are in FLV format and are saved permanently. Each segment is 30 minutes long.

Sample request:

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/267/30846
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/267/30846
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/267/37309
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https://live.tencentcloudapi.com/?Action=CreateRecordTask&AppName=live&DomainName=m

2. You can also specify the recording format, recording type, and storage parameters.

The following sample code creates a video recording task from 8 AM to 10 AM on August 10, 2020. The recording 

files are in MP4 format and are saved permanently. Each segment is one hour long.

3. Call CreateLiveRecordTemplate to create a recording template.

 Sample request:

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/267/30845
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https://live.tencentcloudapi.com/?Action=CreateLiveRecordTemplate&TemplateName=temp

 Sample response:
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{"Response": {"RequestId": "839d12da-95a9-43b2-a9a0-03366d01b532","TemplateId": 170

4. Call CreateRecordTask to create a recording task.

 Sample request:

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/267/37309
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https://live.tencentcloudapi.com/?Action=CreateRecordTask&StreamName=livetest&AppNa

Scheme 4. Real-time recording (mixed-stream recording is supported)

You can record any segment of a stream in real time through API calls.

Use cases: Scenarios where only segments need to be recorded, such as sporting events or game live streaming 

(you can also record streams globally and clip out the segments you need afterward).

Steps: Call CreateRecordTask to create a recording task, specifying the recording template ID, the target push 

domain, push path, and  StreamName  (these three parameters must match), as well as the end time. The task will 

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/267/37309
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start immediately after creation.

Example:

https://live.tencentcloudapi.com/?Action=CreateRecordTask&StreamName=test&AppName=l

Scheme 5. Audio-only recording

If only audio is published, you can record it in AAC format.

Use cases: Audio live streaming and audio co-streaming.

Steps: When creating the recording template, select AAC as the format, and bind the push domain.
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Note:

A binding rule will take effect in about 5-10 minutes after creation. Any change of the binding rule will not affect live 

streams that are being pushed and will apply only to new streams.

Step 3. Publish a stream

After binding the recording template with your push domain as instructed in Step 2, generate a push address using the 

push domain, and push you stream via the address.

After the live stream ends, the recording file will be stored to VOD.

Note:

If you have selected a subapplication when creating the recording template, the recording file will be stored in the 

specified subapplication.

If you want to receive the URL of the recording file via a callback, you need to create a callback template (enter the 

callback URL and bind the push domain) before publishing your stream. For details, see Recording Event Notification.

Step 4. Get the recording file

You can query and get a recording file using the following methods:

Recording callback: If you have configured a callback template (you need to provide a callback URL) before 

publishing a live stream, when a recording file is generated, a callback will be sent to your callback server. To learn 

more, see Recording Event Notification.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/267/31558
https://console.tencentcloud.com/vod/overview
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/267/38082
https://console.tencentcloud.com/live/config/callback
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/267/38082
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VOD console: You can query a recording file in the VOD console. For more information, see View Audio/Video Files.

VOD API: You can also call the SearchMedia API to query files.

Step 5. Process the recording file

Scheme 1. Live recording + automatic transcoding + video playback acceleration

Use cases: The recording file of a live stream can be immediately transcoded and accelerated automatically for 

viewers to play back on demand. This scheme is suitable for most live streaming scenarios where no video processing 

is required.

Steps:

https://console.tencentcloud.com/vod/media
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33895
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/34179
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1.1 When creating a recording template before stream publishing, click Advanced Configuration to configure a task 

flow.

1.2 Bind the template to a video processing task flow you created in the VOD console.
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1.3 Publish the live stream. For details, see Live Push.

1.4 After recording is finished, get the file ID from the callback.

  

1.5 Get the URL of the recording file for playback.

Scheme 2. Live recording + manual transcoding + video playback acceleration

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/267/31558
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Use cases: If you want to record live streams to VOD without transcoding the recording files right away, do not add a 

task flow when creating the recording template. When you want to transcode the videos later, you can do it manually. 

You can also use the on-cloud clipping feature to clip the recording files.

Steps:

1.1 Publish the live stream. For details, see Live Push.

1.2 The stream will be automatically recorded to VOD.

1.3 Get the file ID.

1.4 Configure a transcoding template or task flow manually to transcode the recording file. For details, see Template 

Settings.

1.5 You can further edit the videos if necessary.

1.6 After transcoding and processing, get the URL of the output file for playback.

Scheme 3. Live recording + adaptive bitrate streaming + video delivery acceleration + player

Use cases: If you have high security requirements that cannot be met by HLS encryption, you can use adaptive 

bitrate streaming together with our Player SDK. This scheme is suitable for online education and corporate training.

Steps:

1.1 Publish the live stream. For details, see Live Push.

1.2 The stream will be automatically recorded to VOD.

1.3 Get the file ID.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/267/31558
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/14059
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/267/31558
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1.4 Configure a task flow to generate adaptive bitrate streams. For details, see Task Flow Settings.

1.5 Configure the player: Select the adaptive bitrate stream generated for playback.

1.6 Play the video by specifying the file ID.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/14058
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Live Streaming Time Shifting
Last updated�2023-05-15 17:37:59

Combining the time shifting feature of CSS and the delivery acceleration capability of VOD, time shifting for live 

stream playback allows users to rewind and play back earlier parts of a live stream. This is commonly used to play 

back highlights during live streamed sports events. Users can drag the progress bar to view earlier parts of a live 

stream, and they can also switch back to continue viewing the currently ongoing live stream.

Strengths

Users can specify the delay for playing live content, i.e., the difference between the playback start time and current 

time.

Users can specify the bitrate for time shifting if a live stream is recorded in multiple bitrates.

Prerequisites

You have signed up for a Tencent Cloud account and logged in.

You have activated CSS and added a push domain.

Must-Knows

Before you can use the time shifting feature, you must first enable the feature for a stream.

Currently, the smallest time-shift offset is 90 seconds, which means there must be a delay of at least 90 seconds 

between live content and time-shifted content.

Time shifting relies on the live recording feature. Therefore, you may also incur VOD storage and traffic costs.

Directions

Step 1. Activate VOD

1. Go to the VOD console. Click Activate Now.

2. Agree to the service agreement, and click OK to activate VOD.

Step 2. Add a domain for time shifting

Follow the steps below to add a VOD domain for time shifting:

https://www.tencentcloud.com/register?&s_url=https%3A%2F%2Fcloud.tencent.com%2F
https://www.tencentcloud.com/login?s_url=https%3A%2F%2Fcloud.tencent.com%2F
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/267/35970
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/14666#.E5.AA.92.E4.BD.93.E5.AD.98.E5.82.A8.5B.5D(id.3Amedia_storage)
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/14666#.E5.8A.A0.E9.80.9F.E6.9C.8D.E5.8A.A1.5B.5D(id.3Aspeed)
https://console.tencentcloud.com/vod/overview
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1. Log in to the VOD console. Select Application Management on the left sidebar and select the target application. 

Go to Distribution and Playback > Domain Name.

2. Click Add Domain and enter a domain name. For detailed directions, see Distribution and Playback Settings.

3. Add a CNAME record for the domain.

Step 3. Bind a recording template

1. Go to the CSS console and select Feature Configuration > Live Recording.

2. Click Create Template. For detailed directions, see Live Recording.

https://console.tencentcloud.com/vod/overview
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/35572
https://console.tencentcloud.com/live/config/record
https://console.tencentcloud.com/live/config/record
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/267/34223
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Note:

Select HLS as the file format.

Set the file storage period, which cannot be shorter than the time-shift period.

3. Bind the recording template to the push domain. For detailed directions, see Recording Configuration.

Step 4. Enable time shifting

You need to submit a ticket to enable the time shifting feature: Select "CSS", make your request, and provide the 

following parameters:

The domain added in Step 2.

The ID of the recording template created in Step 3.

The time-shift period (  timeshift_dur ) in seconds.

Note:

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/267/31565#step4
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/267/34224
https://console.tencentcloud.com/workorder/category?level1_id=29&level2_id=39&source=0&data_title=%E4%BA%91%E7%9B%B4%E6%92%AD%20%20CSS&step=1
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/108963647552786432#.E6.AD.A5.E9.AA.A42.EF.BC.9A.E6.B7.BB.E5.8A.A0.E6.97.B6.E7.A7.BB.E6.92.AD.E6.94.BE.E5.9F.9F.E5.90.8D.5B.5D(id.3Astep2)
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/108963647552786432#.E6.AD.A5.E9.AA.A43.EF.BC.9A.E5.85.B3.E8.81.94.E5.BD.95.E5.88.B6.E6.A8.A1.E6.9D.BF.5B.5D(id.3Astep3)
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Time-shift period indicates how further back you can go in terms of time shifting. The maximum time-shift period 

allowed currently is 7 days.

This feature may not work exactly according to the period configured. We recommend you set the period a little longer 

than you actually need.

If the time-shift period is set to  7200  (two hours), you will be able to request content generated as early as two 

hours ago. (i.e., the value range for playback delay is 90 seconds to 2 hours). If content generated earlier than two 

hours ago is requested,  HTTP 404  will be returned even if there is live streaming content at the requested time.

Playback Request

Request URL format
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http://[Domain]/timeshift/[AppName]/[StreamName]/timeshift.m3u8?delay=xxx

Parameter description

Parameter Description

[Domain] The domain you registered for time shifting (the domain you added in the VOD cons

timeshift This is a fixed field. You don't need to modify it.
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[AppName] The application name. For example, if your application is named  live , pass in  

[StreamName] The stream name.

timeshift.m3u8 This is a fixed field. You don't need to modify it.

delay
The playback delay (seconds). This parameter cannot be smaller than 90. If you pa

used.

Example

Suppose the time-shift domain name is  testtimeshift.com , application name  live , and stream name 

 SLPUrIFzGPE . If you need to play back live content generated 5 minutes ago, the request URL should be:

 http://testtimeshift.com/timeshift/live/SLPUrIFzGPE/timeshift.m3u8?delay=300 
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How to Make VOD Videos Live Streaming-

Like
Last updated�2023-05-15 17:38:25

Based on its playback control capability, VOD can add access controls of "playback time constraint" and "syncing 

playback progress" to VOD files to implement pseudo-live streaming. This allows you to distribute VOD videos as live 

streams at the scheduled time, thus saving costs and avoid the risks associated with live streaming.

Strengths

Benefit Description

Low development costs

To convert a VOD video to a common live stream for delivery, you need to use OB

streaming platform and deal with the compatibility issues by yourself. This incurs h

implement pseudo-live streaming automatically for you. You only need to enable tr

Low compliance risks You can moderate and edit VOD files in advance to avoid the risk of non-complian

Ease of use and flexibility

No live streaming rooms are needed and any videos can be used for pseudo-live s

There is no upper limit on concurrency. You can specify a start time for pseudo-live

URL beforehand.

Use Cases

This feature is mainly used in scenarios where videos need to be recorded beforehand and viewed by users 

concurrently at a preset time. Viewers can get the playback URL in advance but cannot watch the video before the 

preset time.

In pseudo-live streaming, viewers cannot change the playback speed. It is commonly used to stream online classes, 

concerts, and TV shows.

Must-Knows

Use limits

Because pseudo-live streaming is essentially on-demand delivery, it lacks some capabilities of a real live stream:

You cannot collect statistics for a pseudo-live streaming session.
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There is no clear indication of the start and end of a pseudo-live streaming session.

You cannot pause/terminate an ongoing pseudo-live streaming session.

You cannot block a pseudo-live streaming URL that has been distributed.

You cannot dynamically change the video content (such as real-time transcoding and watermarking).

Glossary

Allowed watch time: A video URL can be provided to viewers in advance, but the content is not accessible before 

the specified start time or after the specified end time.

Synced viewing: During a pseudo-live streaming session, all viewers watch synchronously with the same progress 

(there may be a difference of a few minutes).

Prerequisites

You have signed up for a Tencent Cloud account and logged in.

You have activated CSS and VOD.

You have recorded a live stream. For detailed directions, see Recording to VOD and Processing Video.

Directions

Step 1. Upload a video to VOD

1. Log in to the VOD console and select Application Management on the left sidebar.

2. Select the target application.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/register?&s_url=https%3A%2F%2Fcloud.tencent.com%2F
https://www.tencentcloud.com/login?s_url=https%3A%2F%2Fcloud.tencent.com%2F
https://console.tencentcloud.com/live/livestat
https://console.tencentcloud.com/vod/overview
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/39562
https://console.tencentcloud.com/vod
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3. Go to Media Assets > Video/Audio Management and click Upload.

You can also use other upload methods. For details, see Media Upload Overview and Recording to VOD and 

Processing Video.

Step 2. Transcode the video to HLS

1. Videos for pseudo-live streaming must be in HLS format. You can follow the steps in Transcoding Task Initiation to 

transcode an uploaded video into HLS format (choose a transcoding template that fits your needs).

2. After the transcoding is finished, you can view the URL of the HLS file generated on the Video/Audio Management 

of the console or get the URL via event notifications.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/9760
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/39562
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33938
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/14059
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33895
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33938
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Step 3. Enable key hotlink protection

1. Hotlink protection is required for pseudo-live streaming. To enable hotlink protection, go to the VOD console. Click 

Application Management on the left sidebar and select the target application. Go to Distribution and Playback > 

Domain Name, find your domain, and click Set on the right.

2. Under the Access Control tab, enable referer hotlink protection or key hotlink protection.

https://console.tencentcloud.com/vod
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3. For details on how to configure hotlink protection, see Setting Hotlink Protection. After the configuration, save the 

key for calculating the hotlink protection signature.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/14060
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Step 4. Calculate the hotlink protection signature

Signature calculation formula
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sign = md5(KEY + Dir + t + plive + exper + rlimit + us)

Note:

Compared with standard key hotlink protection, hotlink protection for pseudo-live streaming has an additional 

parameter  plive , which is also included in the signature calculation formula.

Parameter Value Description

KEY 11111111 The key you set when enabling key hotlink protection.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33986
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Dir /dir1/dir2/ The part of the original video URL with the filename  myVideo.mp4  re

t 5a71afc0 The expiration timestamp (1517400000) converted to hexadecimal.

plive 5e344f00
The start time (UTC+8) of the pseudo-live streaming session, in Unix tim

 1577808000  means 00:00:00 on January 1, 2020.

exper 0 The preview duration.  0  means no limit will be set.

rlimit 0 The number of IP addresses allowed to play the video.  0  means no lim

us test The generated random string.

Suppose you have a video stored in VOD, and the URL of its HLS-format file (not the original video URL) is 

 http://1250000000.vod2.myqcloud.com/vodtranscq125000000/12345678/v.f240.m3u8 . The 

other parameters are as follows:

Hotlink protection key:  11111111 .

Expiration time (  t ):  5e5a8a80  (March 1, 2020 00:00:00).

Start time (  plive ):  5e344f00  (February 1, 2020 00:00:00).

Preview duration (  exper ):  0  (no limit).

Maximum number of IP addresses allowed (  rlimit ):  0  (no limit).

Random string (  us ):  test .

1. Calculate the signature based on the signature calculation format:
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sign = md5(11111111/vodtranscq125000000/12345678/5e5a8a805e344f0000test) = 0af5018d

2. Add the signature generated to the query string of the HLS URL to get the final hotlink protection URL:
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http://1250000000.vod2.myqcloud.com/vodtranscq125000000/12345678/v.f240.m3u8?t=5e5a

Note:

The parameters in the query string must be in the same order as when  sign  is calculated, which is  t-plive-

exper-rlimit-us-sign .

To facilitate your development, we provide a hotlink protection signature generation tool. Just enter the necessary 

parameters, and you will get the signature and the final hotlink protection URL.

https://vods.cloud.tencent.com/referer/gen_video_url.html
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Watching Pseudo-Live Streaming

Open the above hotlink protection URL in a player that supports HLS playback (such as Safari, VLC, and PotPlayer) 

to watch pseudo-live streaming.

Note:

Chrome does not support HLS playback. You need to install a plugin.
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Overview

WordPress is a popular open-source blog framework and content management system. It can significantly reduce the

difficulty and increase the efficiency of website building. Using WordPress plans, you can get a small website up and

running in just a few minutes. However, as you add images, audios, and videos to your WordPress website, it will

become more and more demanding on bandwidth and storage, which may start to affect your website’s performance.

The management of media files is crucial to the long-term success of a website.

Why VOD

We do not recommend using WordPress’ default features to upload videos directly to a WordPress website that you

intend to run long term. This is mainly because the media files are stored in a web server, which has the following

disadvantages:

No. Disadvantages

1
When users access media files hosted in a web server, videos may stutter and images may be slow to

load.

2
Accessing media files hosted in a web server consumes bandwidth resources and may take up all your

bandwidth.

3 As your website grows, media files may take up all the server’s storage space.

4 When you migrate to a different server, the transfer of media files can be cumbersome.

VOD offers media storage, transcoding, and distribution/playback acceleration services. Using it to build your website

has the following advantages:

No. Advantages

1

Using our WordPress plugin or SDK, you can upload and store your website’s media files to VOD. This

can free up storage space in the server and facilitate easier server migration. It also avoids the problem of

deleting files by mistake.

2
VOD offers CDN addresses for your media files, which makes accessing images, audios, and videos

faster and does not consume your server’s bandwidth.

Using VOD and WordPress to Build a Website
Last updated�2022-11-02 16:27:12
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VOD also offers access control, media processing, and content moderation capabilities. For details, see Feature

Overview.

VOD plugin

VOD offers a WordPress plugin. Using this plugin, you can bind a VOD subapplication to host your WordPress media

files in VOD. Visitors of your website can access the files via the CDN addresses provided by VOD. Currently, the

plugin can achieve the following:

You can bind a VOD subapplication to WordPress.

The video files you upload to WordPress can be automatically saved to the VOD subapplication.

If you embed a video on a webpage, the video will be played via the address offered by VOD.

Prerequisites

1. Create a VOD subapplication

VOD supplications help you achieve resource isolation. You can bind different websites to different VOD

subapplications so that you can manage their media files separately. To learn about how to create a subapplication,

see Subapplication System.

2. Use WordPress to build a website

You can build a WordPress website in one of the following two ways:

Method 1 (recommended)

Method 2

Use the WordPress image of TencentCloud Lighthouse or Cloud Virtual Machine to build a website.

Directions

Step 1. Install the plugin

Install online

Download and install

Type tencentcloud-vod in the search box, click Install, and then click Activate.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/49084
https://wordpress.org/plugins/tencentcloud-vod/
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33987
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33987#.E5.BC.80.E9.80.9A.E5.AD.90.E5.BA.94.E7.94.A8
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Step 2. Configure the plugin

In WordPress, select Tencent Cloud Settings > VOD on the left sidebar.

Complete the following settings:

Item Description

Custom key

If you toggle this off, the key configured for Tencent Cloud Settings will be used, which

means the VOD plugin will use the same key as other Tencent Cloud plugins. If you toggle this

on, the key configured below will be used.

SecretId,

SecretKey

The access key. You can go to the API Keys page of the console to create and view access

keys.

SubAppID
The ID of the VOD subapplication you want to bind. You can view your VOD subapplications in

Application Management.

Adaptive

bitrate

If you toggle this on, videos uploaded will be encoded at multiple bitrates. For details, see

Adaptive Bitrate Streaming.

Click Save.

3. Upload videos and use VOD videos in your webpage

1. After you finish configuring the plugin, the videos in the media library of WordPress as well as the videos you upload

while editing a post or webpage will be automatically saved to VOD.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/33897
https://console.tencentcloud.com/cam/capi
https://console.tencentcloud.com/vod/app-manage
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/49258
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2. For example, when you edit a post in WordPress, click the plus icon, select Video, and click Upload to upload a

video. After the video is uploaded, click Preview in the top right corner. You will see that the video is played via

VOD’s URL.

3. As you can see below, the video on the left is stored in a web server, which stutters due to limited bandwidth. This

is not a problem if you use VOD, which uses its CDN to accelerate video distribution.

Others
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Using HTTPS

VOD uses HTTP by default. If you want to use HTTPS, select your subapplication in the VOD console, go to System

Settings > Distribution and Playback > Default Distribution Domain, click Edit, and select HTTPS for Default

Distribution Protocol.
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Overview

You can configure a third-party origin server for your domain in VOD to pull media files from the origin server and

distribute the media via VOD. This multi-cloud media distribution solution is enabled by VOD’s CDN capability. This

document shows you how to configure and use an origin server with VOD.

Use cases

Your media assets are stored with a third-party cloud vendor, and the cost of migrating them is high. You can

use VOD’s custom origin server feature to deliver your content without migrating your media assets.

You have high requirements on latency and stuttering and your existing service provider is unable to meet

them. You can use VOD’s custom origin server feature to deliver smoother playback and improve your user

experience.

You need more than one channel to distribute your content to ensure the reliability and improve the disaster

recovery capability of your business.

Prerequisites

1. You have signed up for a Tencent Cloud account, completed identity verification, and logged in.

2. You have activated VOD.

Supported Origin Server Types

Self-owned origin servers

Third-party storage services

Directions

Step 1. Add a domain and configure origin server information

1. Log in to the VOD console and select Distribution and Playback > Domain Name on the left sidebar.

How to Pull from Custom Origin Servers
Last updated�2023-03-07 15:49:29

https://www.tencentcloud.com/register?&s_url=https%3A%2F%2Fcloud.tencent.com%2F
https://www.tencentcloud.com/login?s_url=https%3A%2F%2Fcloud.tencent.com%2F
https://console.tencentcloud.com/vod/overview
https://console.tencentcloud.com/vod/distribute-play/domain
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2. Select the Custom origin server domains tab at the top.

3. Click Add Domain and enter a domain. For more information, see Customizing Domain Names.

4. Enter your origin server information. Currently, self-owned servers and third-party storage are supported.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/35572
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Self-owned servers

If you want to use your existing server as the origin server to distribute media files stored in it via VOD, configure as

follows:

Item Description

Origin server type Select Self-owned server

Protocol Select the protocol, which can be HTTP, HTTPS, or “Same as request”.

Origin server

address
You can enter multiple IP addresses (separate with commas) or one domain.

Host

For self-owned origin servers, you can specify the host of a domain or IP address that

VOD pulls from.

If you do not specify it, VOD will pull from the current domain.

Note

You cannot use your VOD default domain as the origin server address.

If you select Same as request, HTTP will be used for HTTP requests, and HTTPS will be used for HTTPS

requests (your origin server must support HTTPS).

You can use a domain as the origin server address, but this domain cannot be the same as the domain you

use for acceleration.

Third-party storage

If you want to distribute the media files you store in a third-party storage service via VOD’s CDN, configure as follows:

Item Description

Origin server type Select Third-party storage

Third-party storage Currently, Alibaba Cloud OSS and AWS S3 are supported.

Protocol HTTP or HTTPS

Origin server address Enter a valid bucket address (cannot contain “http://” or http:// headers).
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If you use a private bucket as the origin server, you need to enter a valid access ID and key to authorize VOD to
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access the bucket.

Step 2. Configure CNAME for your domain

After you add a custom domain in VOD, you need to add a CNAME record for it at your DNS provider before users

can access your media files via the domain. For detailed directions, see Configuring CNAME.

Step 3. View and modify origin server information

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/42076
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1. Go to Domain Name, select the Custom origin server domains tab, find the domain you added, and click Set.

2. Click Basic Configuration to view or modify the origin server settings of the domain.

After completing the above steps, you will be able to distribute media files to end users from a self-owned server or

third-party storage service via VOD’s CDN. The process is as follows:

1. After you complete the above settings for a custom domain (for example  test.com ), when an end user opens

the address of a media file under the domain (for example  http://www.test.com/test.mp4 ) in a browser,

a request will be sent to the local DNS resolver.
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2. Because a CNAME record (  www.test.com.cdn.dnsv1.com ) has been added for the domain, the request

will be referred to Tencent’s proprietary load balancing system Global Server Load Balance (GSLB).

3. GSLB will return a list of IP addresses to the local DNS resolver.

4. The user gets the IP address of the optimal node to access the media file.

5. The end user sends a request to the IP address to visit the media file  http://www.test.com/test.mp4 .

6. If the  test.mp4  file has been cached in the CDN node, the file will be returned to the user. If not, the node will

request the file from the origin server you configured, cache the file, and return it to the user.

Note�

Using VOD’s origin server feature to distribute media files will incur playback traffic costs and origin server

traffic costs. Playback traffic costs are charged by VOD. For details, see Daily Pay-As-You-Go and Prepaid

Packages. Origin server traffic costs are charged by your origin server.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/14666
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/266/52806#2.-.E6.B5.81.E9.87.8F.E8.B5.84.E6.BA.90.E5.8C.85

